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Abstract
We construct some new invariants of the quadratic Lie superalgebras. These invariants are closely
related to the socle and the decomposability of quadratic Lie superalgebras. Next, we establish
some relations between these invariants. We use these relations in order to characterize the simple
Lie algebras and the basic classical Lie superalgebras among the quadratic Lie superalgebras
with completely reducible action of the even part on the odd part and to discuss the problem of
characterization of quadratic Lie superalgebras having a unique (up to a constant) quadratic structure.
We give a characterization of the socle of a quadratic Lie superalgebra. Several examples are included
to show that the situations in the super case change drastically. Lower and upper bounds of dimension
of the vector space of even supersymmetric invariant bilinear forms on a quadratic Lie superalgebra
are obtained. Finally, we give converses of Koszul’s theorems.
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Introduction
In this work, we consider finite-dimensional Lie superalgebras over an algebraically
closed commutative field K of characteristic 0.
Let g = g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a Lie superalgebra over K. We denote by z(g) de center of g, by
R(g) the greatest solvable graded ideal of g called the radical of g and by F(g) the vector
space of the even, invariant and supersymmetric bilinear forms on g.
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A quadratic Lie superalgebra is a Lie superalgebra g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ with a non-degenerate,
supersymmetric, even and g-invariant bilinear form B , B is called an invariant scalar
product of g. The semisimple Lie algebras, the basic classical Lie superalgebras and
many solvable Lie superalgebras are quadratic (see [4,5,11,13]). In [13], A. Medina and
Ph. Revoy gave the inductive classification of the quadratic Lie algebras. In [4,5], we
obtain inductive classifications of some important quadratic Lie superalgebras. In [3,18,
19], it was shown that a non-one-dimensional Lie algebra is simple if and only if the
dimension of the vector space F(g) is 1. In [5], we proved that if g is a quadratic
Lie superalgebra such that the g0¯-module g1¯ is completely reducible and g0¯ = {0}, then
g is simple if and only if dimF(g) = 1. The dimension of the vector space of the
even, invariant and supersymmetric bilinear forms on a quadratic Lie superalgebra is an
invariant of the quadratic Lie superalgebras. If g is a quadratic Lie superalgebra, we denote
dq(g) := dimF(g), and dq(g) is called the quadratic dimension of g. The principal aims
of this paper are:
(1) to give reasonably lower and upper bounds of dq(g), where g is an arbitrary quadratic
Lie superalgebra,
(2) to show that the dimension quadratic dq(g) of a quadratic Lie superalgebra g gives
interesting informations on the structure of g.
In the first section of this paper, we study the decomposability of quadratic Lie
superalgebras. In particular, we introduce two invariants of quadratic Lie superalgebras: the
length and the quadratic length of a quadratic Lie superalgebra. We show that, in general,
these two invariants do not coincide. Recall that in [2,9] and in the first section of this paper,
it is shown that the length and the quadratic length of a quadratic Lie algebra coincide. In
the second section of this paper, studying the socle of a quadratic Lie superalgebra, we
construct some new invariants of the quadratic Lie superalgebras (recall that the socle of
a Lie superalgebra g is the sum of the minimal graded ideals of g). In the second section
of this paper, using these invariants, we obtain lower bounds of the quadratic dimension of
a quadratic Lie superalgebra. In the case of the quadratic Lie algebras, our lower bounds
are an improvement of lower bounds obtained in [18,19]. In the third section, we study
the problem of uniqueness of quadratic structure on Lie superalgebras. In particular, we
consider a class U of quadratic Lie superalgebras, this class U contains in particular the
quadratic Lie algebras and the quadratic Lie superalgebras g such that the g0¯-module g1¯ is
completely reducible. We show that in this class U, the uniqueness of quadratic structure
characterizes the basic classical Lie superalgebras (i.e., if g ∈ U, then g is basic classical
Lie superalgebra if and only if dq(g) = 1). Next, we give many examples of non-simple
quadratic Lie superalgebras g such that dq(g) = 1. Which proves that in the case of the
quadratic Lie superalgebras, the uniqueness of quadratic structure does not characterize the
quadratic simple Lie superalgebras. In order to obtain more informations on the socle of a
quadratic Lie superalgebra, in the fourth section of this paper, we give a characterization
of this socle. Next, we give examples of quadratic Lie superalgebras which show that the
situation in super case changes drastically. In fifth section, we give an upper bound of the
quadratic dimension of a quadratic Lie superalgebra g. This upper bound is based on the
second and the third even scalar cohomology groups of g and on the first even adjoint
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cohomology group of g. In the case of quadratic Lie algebras, this upper bound is also
based on the second and the third Betti numbers. Finally, we use this upper bound to give
converses of Kozsul’s theorems [12].
1. Decomposability of quadratic Lie superalgebras
Definition 1.1. Let g be a Lie superalgebra and I a graded ideal of g.
(i) I is called a direct factor of g if g= I⊕ h where h is a graded ideal of g.
(ii) If g contains no non-trivial direct factor, then g is called an irreducible Lie
superalgebra.
(iii) A graded ideal of g is called irreducible if it is an irreducible Lie superalgebra.
Definition 1.2. Let g be a Lie superalgebra and let B be a bilinear form on g.
(i) B is called supersymmetric if B(X,Y )= (−1)xyB(Y,X), ∀X ∈ gx , ∀Y ∈ gy .
(ii) B is called invariant if B([X,Y ],Z)= B(X, [Y,Z]), ∀X,Y,Z ∈ g.
(iii) B is called even if B(X,Y )= 0, ∀X ∈ g0¯, ∀Y ∈ g1¯.
Definition 1.3. (i) A Lie superalgebra g is called quadratic if there exists B , a bilinear form
on g, such that B is supersymmetric, even, non-degenerate and invariant. In this case, B is
called an invariant scalar product on g.
(ii) Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product of g.
A graded ideal I of g is called B-non-degenerate (or non-degenerate) (respectively
B-degenerate (or degenerate)) if the restriction of B to I × I is a non-degenerate
(respectively degenerate) bilinear form. g is called B-irreducible if g contains no non-
trivial B-non-degenerate graded ideal. We say that a graded ideal I of g is B-irreducible if
I is B-non-degenerate and I contains no non-trivial B-non-degenerate graded ideal of g.
Lemma 1.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product of g.
Let I be a graded ideal of g; we denote by I⊥B (or I⊥) the orthogonal of I with respect
to B .
(i) I⊥B is a graded ideal of g and [I,I⊥B ] = {0}.
(ii) I is B-non-degenerate if and only if I⊥B is B-non-degenerate.
(iii) If [g,I] = I, then I⊥B = Cg(I), where Cg(I) is the centralizer of I in g. Moreover,
[g,g]⊥B = z(g).
(iv) If I is B-non-degenerate, then I is a quadratic Lie superalgebras and B˜ = B|I×I
is an invariant scalar product on I. And the quadratic Lie superalgebra I is B˜-
irreducible if and only if I is a B-irreducible graded ideal of g.
(v) If H is a semisimple graded ideal of g, then H is B-non-degenerate and [H,H] =H.
Proof. (i) Let x ∈ I⊥B , y ∈ g, and z ∈ I. By invariance of B , we have B([x, y], z) =
B(x, [y, z])= 0 and so [x, y] ∈ I⊥B . It follows that I⊥B is an ideal of g. Since I is graded
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and B is even, then I⊥B is graded. Let x ∈ I, y ∈ I⊥B , and z ∈ g, then B([x, y], z) =
B(x, [y, z])= 0. Consequently, [x, y] = {0}. Which proves that [I,I⊥B ] = {0}.
The assertion (ii) is clear.
(iii) In this assertion the graded ideal I satisfies [g,I] = I. Then by invariance of B we
have B(I,Cg(I))= B([g,I],Cg(I))= B(g, [I,Cg(I])= {0}, consequently Cg(I)⊆ I⊥B .
By assertion (i), [I,I⊥B ] = {0}; so I⊥B ⊆ Cg(I). We conclude that I⊥B = Cg(I). And in
addition, it is clear that [g,g]⊥B = z(g).
(iv) Since I is non-degenerate, then g = I⊕ I⊥B ; it follows that I is a quadratic Lie
superalgebra and B˜ = B|I×I is an invariant scalar product on I. The fact that g= I⊕I⊥B
implies that h is a B-non-degenerate graded ideal of g such that h ⊆ I if and only if h is
a B˜-non-degenerate graded ideal of I. Consequently, the quadratic Lie superalgebra I is
B˜-irreducible if and only if I is a B-irreducible graded ideal of g.
(v) B([H ∩ H⊥B ,H ∩ H⊥B ],g) = B(H ∩ H⊥B , [H ∩ H⊥B ,g]) = {0}, then [H ∩ H⊥B ,
H ∩ H⊥B ] = {0}. Therefore H ∩ H⊥B = {0} (because H is semisimple), thus H is a non-
degenerate graded ideal of g. Since z(H) = {0}, then, by (iii), [H,H]⊥B ∩ H = {0}. It
follows that dimH= dim[H,H]; so [H,H] =H. ✷
Proposition 1.1. Let g be a Lie superalgebra. Then
(i) g=⊕k=nk=1 Ik , where each Ik is an irreducible graded ideal of g.
(i) If g =⊕i=mi=1 hi , where each hi is an irreducible graded ideal of g, then n = m and
there exists σ , a permutation of {1, . . . , n}, such that Ik and hσ(k) are isomorphic,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Proof. Let γ be the endomorphism of g defined by γ (X) = (−1)xX, ∀X ∈ gx , where
x ∈ {0¯, 1¯}. γ is an automorphism of g and if X is any element of g its homogeneous
component of degree α is equal to 12 (X+ (−1)αγ (X)). Denote by End(g) the associative
algebra of endomorphisms of g and by R its subalgebra generated by {adgX | X ∈
g} ∪ {γ, idg}, where idg is the unity of End(g). g with the operation r.X = r(X), ∀r ∈ R,
∀X ∈ g, is an R-module. If I is a non-empty subset of g, it is clear that:
(a) I is a R-submodule of g if and only if I is a graded ideal of g,
(b) I is an indecomposable R-submodule of g if and only if I is an irreducible graded
ideal of g.
Since g is a finite-dimensional vector space, then g is both Artinian and Noetherian as
a R-module. Consequently, the assertion (i) results from the Krull–Schmidt Theorem (see
[14, Corollary a, p. 78]).
(ii) If g = ⊕i=mi=1 hi another decomposition of g, where each hi is an irreducible
graded ideal of g, then, by Krull–Schmidt Theorem, n = m. Now, we are going to show
that if g =⊕k=nk=1 Ik =⊕k=nk=1 hk , where Ik and hk are irreducible graded ideals of g,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then there exists σ , a permutation of {1, . . . , n}, such that Ik and hσ(k) are
isomorphic graded ideals of g, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. We proceed by induction on n. If n = 1,
the result is true.
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Let r be an integer such that r > 1. Suppose that the result is true for all
integer n such that 1  n < r and g = ⊕k=rk=1 Ik = ⊕k=rk=1 hk , where Ik and hk are
irreducible graded ideals of g, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Since Ik and hk are indecomposable
R-submodules of the R-module g, it follows, by [14, Proposition a, p. 83], that α(1) ∈
{1, . . . , r} is such that p ◦ λ :I1 → hα(1) is an isomorphism of R-modules, where
λ :I1 → g the canonical injection and p :g→ hα(1) the canonical projection associated
with the decomposition g = ⊕k=rk=1 hk . Consequently, I1 ∩⊕k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)} hk = {0}.
Therefore, g = I1 ⊕⊕k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)} hk . Then the graded ideals I1 and hα(1) of g are
isomorphic because I1 is isomorphic to the Lie superalgebra g/
⊕
k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)} hk ,
which in turn is obviously isomorphic to hα(1). The fact that g = I1 ⊕⊕k=rk=2 Ik =
I1 ⊕⊕k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)} hk implies that the Lie superalgebras L = ⊕k=rk=2 Ik and T =⊕
k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)} hk are isomorphic; so there exists ϕ :T → L, an isomorphism of Lie
superalgebras. Consequently,L=⊕k=rk=2 Ik =⊕k∈{1,...,r}\{α(1)}ϕ(hk) and Ik (respectively
ϕ(hk)) is an irreducible graded ideal of L (respectively L), ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , r} (respectively
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}\{α(1)}). Now, we apply the hypothesis of induction to L. It follows that
there exists γ : {2, . . . , r} → {1, . . . , r}\{α(1)}, a bijective map, such that Ik and ϕ(hγ (k))
are isomorphic Lie superalgebras, ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , r}. Therefore, Ik and hγ (k) are isomorphic
Lie superalgebras, ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , r}. Then the map σ : {1, . . . , r} → {1, . . . , r}, defined by
σ(1)= α(1) and σ(k)= γ (k), ∀k ∈ {2, . . . , r}, is a permutation of {1, . . . , r} such that the
Lie superalgebras Ik and hσ(k) are isomorphic, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, which complete the proof
of the assertion (ii). ✷
Terminology. By Proposition 1.1, the number of irreducible direct factors in a direct
sum decomposition of a Lie superalgebra g into irreducible graded ideals is unique. This
number is called the length of g and it will be denoted by l(g).
Proposition 1.2. If g and g′ are two isomorphic Lie superalgebras, then l(g)= l(g′) (i.e.,
the length of a Lie superalgebra is an invariant of Lie superalgebras).
Proof. Let g=⊕k=l(g)k=1 Ik be a decomposition of g where each Ik is an irreducible graded
ideal of g and let g′ =⊕i=l(g′)i=1 hi be a decomposition of g′ where each hi is an irreducible
graded ideal of g′. Let ϕ an isomorphism from g to g′. Then g =⊕i=l(g′)i=1 ϕ−1(hi ) and
ϕ−1(hi ) is an irreducible graded ideal of g, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , l(g′)}. Then, by Proposition 1.1,
we have l(g)= l(g′). ✷
Let M =M1¯ be the two-dimensional Abelian Lie superalgebra with M0¯ = {0}. Let{e1, e2} be a basis of M and let γ :M×M→ K be the bilinear form on M defined by
γ (e1, e1)= γ (e2, e2)= 0 and γ (e1, e2)=−γ (e2, e1)= 1. It is easy to see that γ is a scalar
product on M.
Proposition 1.3. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra such that g =M and let B be an
invariant scalar product on g. If g is B-irreducible and g= I+ h where I and h are two
graded ideals of g such that [I,h] = {0}, then I= g or h= g.
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Proof. Assume that [g,g] = {0}. Since g is B-irreducible and g =M, then g is the one-
dimensional Lie algebras. Thus the proposition is true. Now, we suppose that [g,g] = {0}.
The fact that g = I+ h and [I,h] = {0} implies that [g,g] = [I,I] + [h,h], I ⊆ Cg(h),
and h ⊆ Cg(I), where Cg(I) (respectively Cg(h)) is the centralizer of I (respectively h)
in g. Since [g,I] = [I,I] and [g,h] = [h,h], then [I,I]⊥B = Cg(I) and [h,h]⊥B = Cg(h).
It follows that I⊆ [h,h]⊥B and h⊆ [I,I]⊥B ; so [h,h] ⊆ I⊥B and [I,I] ⊆ h⊥B . Because
g= I+h, then I⊥B ∩h⊥B = {0}; so [I,I]∩[h,h] = {0}. Therefore [g,g] = [I,I]⊕[h,h].
Consequently, [I,I] = {0} or [h,h] = {0} because [g,g] = {0}. Assume that [I,I] = {0}.
The fact that h ⊆ [I,I]⊥B implies that [I,I] ⊆ h⊥B , consequently I⊥B ∩ [I,I] = {0}
because I⊥B ∩h⊥B = {0}. Thus (I⊥B ∩I)+[I,I] = (I⊥B ∩I)⊕[I,I]. Let V be a graded
vector subspace of I such that I= V ⊕ (I⊥B ∩ I)⊕ [I,I]. The fact that I⊥B ∩ I⊆ z(I)
implies that W = V ⊕ [I,I] is a graded ideal of I; so W is a graded ideal of g because
g= I+ h and [I,h] = {0}. We shall show now that W is non-degenerate. Let x ∈W such
that B(x,W)= {0}. Because x ∈ I, then B(x,I⊥B ∩I)= {0}; so B(x,W ⊕ (I⊥B ∩ I))=
{0}. Thus x ∈ I⊥B ∩ I; consequently x = 0 because (I⊥B ∩ I) ∩W = {0}. It follows that
W is a non-degenerate graded ideal of g. Therefore g=W because g is B-irreducible and
W = {0}. We conclude that I = g. If [h,h] = {0}, then with the same reasoning we get
h= g. ✷
Corollary 1.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B,B ′ be two invariant scalar
products of g. Then the following assertions are equivalent:
(i) g is B-irreducible.
(ii) g is B ′-irreducible.
If, in addition, g =M, then the assertions (i) and (ii) are equivalent to the following
third assertion:
(iii) g is irreducible.
Proof. If g=M, it is easy to check that there exists k ∈ K\{0} such that B ′ = kB . Thus
(i) and (ii) are equivalent. Now, assume that g =M. Suppose that g is B-irreducible and
let I be a graded ideal of g. If I is B ′-non-degenerate, then g= I⊕ I⊥B′ . Since I⊥B′ is a
graded ideal of g such that [I,I⊥B′ ] = {0}, then, by Proposition 1.3, I= g or I⊥B′ = g. It
follows that I= g or I= {0}. Thus g is B ′-irreducible. Conversely, if g is B ′-irreducible,
then by the same reasoning, we have g is B-irreducible.
Let us assume that g = M. If g is irreducible, it is clear that g is B-irreducible.
Conversely, if g is B-irreducible and g = I ⊕ h where I and h are graded ideals of g,
then, by Proposition 1.3, I= g or h= g; so I= g or I = {0}. Therefore g is irreducible.
We conclude that the assertions (i), (ii), and (iii) are equivalent. ✷
Theorem 1.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra.
(i) Let B be an invariant scalar product on g. Then g =⊕k=mk=1 Ik where each Ik is a
B-irreducible graded ideal of g such that B(Ik,Ik′)= {0}, ∀k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
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(ii) Let B and B ′ be two invariant scalar products on g. If g =⊕k=mk=1 Ik =⊕i=ni=1 hi
where each Ik (respectively hi ) is a B-irreducible (respectively B ′-irreducible)
graded ideal of g such that B(Ik,Ik′)= {0} (respectively B ′(hi ,hi′ )= {0}), ∀k, k′ ∈
{1, . . . ,m} (respectively i, i ′ ∈ {1, . . . , n}) such that k = k′ (respectively i = i ′), then
m = n and there exists a permutation σ of {1, . . . ,m} such that Ik and hσ(k) are
isomorphic, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
(iii) If g=⊕l=sl=1 Tl where each Tl is an irreducible graded ideal of g. Then
(1) the number of Tl such that dimTl = 1 and Tl ⊆ g1¯ is even, so we can suppose
(without loss of generality) that there exists a positive integer r such that {Tl |
1 l  2r} = {Tl | dimTl = 1 and Tl ⊆ g1¯};
(2) there exists γ , an invariant scalar product on g, such that Sl = Tl ⊕ Tr+l ,
∀l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and Sl′−r = Tl′ , ∀l′ ∈ {2r + 1, . . . , s}, are γ -irreducible graded
ideals of g such that γ (Si ,Sj )= {0}, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s − r} with i = j .
Proof. (i) We proceed by induction on the dimension d of g. If d = 1, then g is a one-
dimensional Lie algebra because g is quadratic; so the assertion is true. Suppose now that
all quadratic Lie superalgebras with dimension p  d satisfies the assertion (i). Let g be a
quadratic Lie superalgebra of dimension d + 1 and B an invariant scalar product of g. If g
is B-irreducible, then g satisfies the assertion (i) with m= 1. Now, suppose that g contains
a non-trivial B-non-degenerate graded ideal I. Then g= I⊕ I⊥B . We apply the induction
hypothesis to I with its invariant scalar product B1 = B|I×I and to I⊥B with its invariant
scalar product B2 = B|I⊥B×I⊥B , consequently g satisfies the assertion (i).
(ii) Consider r = card{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} | Ik M} and r ′ = card{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} | hi M}.
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that Ik M, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and hi M,
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r ′}. Now, we are going to prove that
(
z(g)
)
1¯ =
k=r⊕
k=1
Ik ⊕
((
z(g)
)
1¯ ∩ [g,g]1¯
)=
i=r ′⊕
i=1
hi ⊕
((
z(g)
)
1¯ ∩ [g,g]1¯
)
.
The fact that Ik  M, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and hi  M, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r ′}, implies that
(z(Ik))1¯ = Ik , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and (z(hi ))1¯ = hi , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r ′}; it follows that
(
z(g)
)
1¯ =
k=r⊕
k=1
Ik ⊕
k=m⊕
k=r+1
(
z(Ik)
)
1¯ =
i=r ′⊕
i=1
hi ⊕
i=n⊕
i=r ′+1
(
z(hi )
)
1¯.
Since Ik (respectively hi ) is not isomorphic to M, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} (respec-
tively ∀i ∈ {r ′ + 1, . . . , n}), it follows that B((z(Ik))1¯, (z(Ik))1¯) = {0} (respectively
B ′((z(hi ))1¯, (z(hi ))1¯)= {0}), ∀k ∈ {r+1, . . . ,m} (respectively ∀i ∈ {r ′ + 1, . . . , n}). Con-
sequently, B((z(Ik))1¯, z(Ik)) = {0} (respectively B ′((z(hi ))1¯, z(hi )) = {0}), ∀k ∈ {r + 1,
. . . ,m} (respectively ∀i ∈ {r ′ + 1, . . . , n}) because B (respectively B ′) is even; so, by
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Lemma 1.1 (iii), (z(Ik))1¯ ⊂ [Ik,Ik] (respectively (z(hi ))1¯ ⊂ [hi ,hi]), ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}
(respectively ∀i ∈ {r ′ + 1, . . . , n}). Then
k=m⊕
k=r+1
(
z(Ik)
)
1¯ =
i=n⊕
i=r ′+1
(
z(hi )
)
1¯ =
(
z(g)
)
1¯ ∩ [g,g]1¯.
Thus dim
⊕k=r
k=1 Ik = dim
⊕i=r ′
i=1 hi ; consequently 2r = 2r ′; so r = r ′. It follows that
g=
k=r⊕
k=1
(KXk ⊕KYk)⊕
k=m⊕
k=r+1
Ik =
i=r⊕
i=1
(
KX′i ⊕KY ′i
)⊕
i=n⊕
i=r+1
hi ,
where Ik = KXk ⊕ KYk (respectively hi = KX′i ⊕ KY ′i ), Xk (respectively X′i) and Yk
(respectively Y ′i ) are elements of z(g))1¯, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} (respectively ∀i ∈ {r + 1,
. . . , n}). By Corollary 1.1 of Proposition 1.3, Ik (respectively hi ) is an irreducible graded
ideal of g, ∀k ∈ {r+1, . . . ,m} (respectively ∀i ∈ {r+1, . . . , n}). Then, by Proposition 1.1,
n=m and there exists τ , a permutation of {r + 1, . . . ,m}, such that the Lie superalgebras
Ik and hτ (k) are isomorphic, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}, because Ik (respectively hi ) is not
isomorphic to the one-dimensional Lie superalgebra W = W1¯, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}
(respectively ∀i ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}). If σ is the permutation of {1, . . . ,m} defined by
σ(k)= k, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r} and σ |{r+1,...,m} = τ , then Ik and hσ(k) are isomorphic, ∀k ∈
{1, . . . ,m}.
(iii) Let B an invariant scalar product of g. Then g=⊕k=mk=1 Ik where each Ik is a B-
irreducible graded ideal of g such that B(Ik,Ik′) = {0} if k = k′. Let r be the number
of Ik such that Ik is isomorphic to M. Without loss generality, we can suppose that
Ik M, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}. It is clear that for all k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, we have Ik = Ik1 ⊕ Ik2
where Ik1 ⊆ g1¯ and Ik2 ⊆ g1¯ are two one-dimensional graded ideals of g; so they are
irreducible. Moreover, by Corollary 1.1 of Proposition 1.3, Ik is an irreducible graded
ideal of g, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}. Suppose that g=⊕l=sl=1 Tl where each Tl is an irreducible
graded ideal of g. Then, by Proposition 1.1, s = r +m, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , r} there exists
an unique (lk, l′k) ∈ {1, . . . , s} × {1, . . . , s} such that Ik1  Tlk and Ik2  Tl′k , and for all
k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} there exist an unique jk ∈ {1, . . . , s} such that Ik  Tjk . Then the
number of Tl such that dimTl = 1 and Tl ⊆ g1¯ is 2r . Without loss of generality, we can
suppose that (lk, l′k) = (k, r + k), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and jk = r + k, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}.
Therefore, Ik  Tk ⊕ Tr+k , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and Ik  Tr+k , ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}. Consider
ϕk an isomorphism from Ik to Tk ⊕ Tr+k , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and φk an isomorphism from
Ik to Tr+k , ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m}. Since Bk = B|Ik×Ik is a scalar product on Ik for all
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, then for all k ∈ {1, . . . , r} the bilinear form γk on Tk ⊕ Tr+k , defined
by γk(x, y) = Bk(ϕ−1(x),ϕ−1(y)), ∀x, y ∈ Tk ⊕ Tr+k , is an invariant product scalar on
Tk ⊕ Tr+k , and for all k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} the bilinear form γk on Tr+k , defined by
γk(x, y) = Bk(φ−1(x),φ−1(y)), ∀x, y ∈ Tr+k , is an invariant product scalar on Tr+k .
We set Sl = Tl ⊕ Tr+l , ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and Sl′−r = Tl′ , ∀l′ ∈ {2r + 1, . . . , s}. If γ is
the bilinear form on g, defined by γ |Sl×Sl = γl , ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , r}, γ |Sl′−r×Sl′−r = γl′−r ,∀l′ ∈ {2r + 1, . . . , s}, and γ (Si ,Sj )= {0}, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , s − r} such that i = j , then γ is
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an invariant scalar product on g. Moreover, g=⊕i=mi=1 Si where each Si is a γ -irreducible
graded ideal of g such that γ (Si ,Sj )= {0}, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that i = j . ✷
Terminology. By Theorem 1.1, the number of B-irreducible graded ideals in an orthogonal
direct sum decomposition of a quadratic Lie superalgebra g into B-irreducible graded
ideals, where B is an invariant scalar product, is unique and it does not depend on B .
This number is called the quadratic length of g and it will be denoted by lq(g).
Remark 1.1. If g is a quadratic Lie superalgebra, Theorem 1.1 show that, in general, l(g)
and lq(g) are not equal. But, in [2,9] and Theorem 1.1 it is shown that if g is a quadratic
Lie algebra, then l(g)= lq(g).
Proposition 1.4. If g and g′ are two isomorphic quadratic Lie superalgebras, then lq(g)=
lq(g
′) (i.e., the quadratic length of a quadratic Lie superalgebra is an invariant of quadratic
Lie superalgebras).
Proof. Let B (respectively B ′) be an invariant scalar product on g (respectively g′).
Suppose that g =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 Ik and g′ =
⊕i=lq (g′)
i=1 hi where each Ik (respectively hi )
is a B-irreducible (respectively B ′-irreducible) graded ideal of g (respectively g′) such
that B(Ik,Ik′)= {0} (respectively B ′(hi ,hi′)= {0}), ∀k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} (respectively
i, i ′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g′)}) such that k = k′ (respectively i = i ′). Let ϕ be an isomorphism of Lie
superalgebras from g to g′. Then the bilinear form B˜ :g× g→ K, defined by B˜(x, y)=
B ′(ϕ(x),ϕ(y)), ∀x, y ∈ g, is an invariant scalar product of g. And g=⊕i=lq (g′)i=1 ϕ−1(hi )
with ϕ−1(hi ) is a B˜-irreducible graded ideal of g, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g′)}. Therefore, by
Theorem 1.1, lq(g)= lq(g′). ✷
Lemma 1.2. Let g be a Lie superalgebra such that g =⊕k=mk=1 Ik where each Ik is a
graded ideal of g. If I is a graded ideal of g such that [g,I] = I or z(g/I) = {0}, then
I=⊕k=mk=1 (Ik ∩ I).
Proof. If [g,I] = I, then I =⊕k=mk=1 [Ik,I]. Thus I =⊕k=mk=1 Ik ∩ I. Now, assume that
z(g/I) = {0}. Consider the canonical projection ϕ :g→ g/I. Let x ∈ I and y ∈ g. Then
x =∑k=mk=1 xk and y =∑k=mk=1 yk where xk, yk are elements of Ik , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, [ϕ(xk), ϕ(y)] = ϕ([xk, y]) = ϕ([x, yk]) = [ϕ(x),ϕ(yk)] = 0; so ϕ(xk) ∈
z(g/I)= {0}. Consequently xk ∈ Ik ∩ I. We conclude that I=⊕k=mk=1 (Ik ∩ I). ✷
Proposition 1.5. Let g be a Lie superalgebra such that [g,g] = g (i.e., g is perfect) or
z(g)= {0}. Then g=⊕k=mk=1 Ik where {Ik | 1 k m} is the set of all non-zero irreducible
direct factors of g.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1, g =⊕k=mk=1 Ik where each Ik is an irreducible graded ideal
of g. Let I a non-zero graded ideal of g which is irreducible and factor direct. So
there exists h, a graded ideal of g, such that g = I ⊕ h. Suppose that g is perfect, then
g = [g,g] = [I,I] ⊕ [h,h]. Thus I = [I,I] = [g,I]; it follows, by Lemma 1.2, that
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I =⊕k=mk=1 (Ik ∩ I). Because I is irreducible, then there exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that
I= Ik0 ∩I. Since g is perfect, it follows that Ik0 is perfect. Therefore [g,Ik0] = Ik0 ; so, by
Lemma 1.2, Ik0 = Ik0 ∩I⊕ Ik0 ∩ h. Since Ik0 is irreducible, it follows that Ik0 = Ik0 ∩I.
We conclude that I = Ik0 . Now, suppose that z(g) = {0}. Consequently z(h) = {0}; so
z(g/I) = {0}. Thus by Lemma 1.2, I =⊕k=mk=1 (Ik ∩ I). Since I is irreducible, it follows
that there exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that I= Ik0 ∩ I. The fact that z(g)= {0} implies that
z(g/Ik0)= {0}. By Lemma 1.2, Ik0 = Ik0 ∩I⊕Ik0 ∩h. Since Ik0 is irreducible, it follows
that Ik0 = Ik0 ∩ I. We conclude that I= Ik0 . ✷
Proposition 1.6. Let g be a perfect quadratic Lie superalgebra, B an invariant scalar
product. Let {Ik | 1  k  m} be the set of all irreducible direct factor of g. Then g =⊕k=m
k=1 Ik with Ik B-irreducible, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and B(Ik,Il )= {0}, ∀k, l ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
such that k = l.
Proof. By Proposition 1.5, g=⊕k=mk=1 Ik . Since g is perfect, it follows that Ik is a perfect
graded ideal of g, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. Let k, l ∈ {1, . . . ,m} such that k = l, B(Ik,Il ) =
B([Ik,Ik],Il ) = B(Ik, [Ik,Il]) = {0}. Thus, Ik is B-non-degenerate ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}.
The fact that Ik is irreducible ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, implies that Ik is B-irreducible, ∀k ∈
{1, . . . ,m}. ✷
Proposition 1.7. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
of g. Then g is semisimple if and only if g is a direct sum of its simple graded ideals.
Proof. If g =⊕ni=1 gi , where {gi | 1  i  n} is the set of simple graded ideals of g,
then R(g) =⊕ni=1R(gi) = {0}; so g is semisimple. Conversely, let us assume that g is
semisimple, then, by Theorem 1.1(i), g=⊕ni=1 gi where gi , 1 i  n, are semisimple B-
irreducible graded ideals of g satisfying B(gi ,gj )= {0}, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that i = j .
Suppose that there exists i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that gi0 is not simple. Then there exists a non-
trivial graded ideal I of gi0 which is also a graded ideal of g. Then I⊥B is a graded ideal
of g. We can assume that I is minimal. Since gi0 is B-irreducible, then I is B-degenerate;
so I∩I⊥B = {0}. Now I is minimal, then I= I∩I⊥B andB|I×I = 0. SinceB is invariant,
then I is Abelian, consequently I⊆R(g). Which contradicts the fact that R(g)= {0}. We
conclude that gi is a simple quadratic Lie superalgebra, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Now, let I be a
simple graded ideal of g, then [I,I] = I. Therefore, [g,I] = I and thus I=⊕ni=1[gi,I].
Since I is simple, then there exists k ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that I = [gk,I]. The fact that gk
and I are simple graded ideals of g implies that gk = I. We conclude that g is a direct sum
of its simple graded ideals. ✷
Remark 1.2. Recall that in general a semisimple Lie superalgebra is not a direct sum of its
simple graded ideals (see [11,15]).
In the fourth section of this paper, we will use the greatest semisimple graded ideal
of a quadratic Lie superalgebra. In the following corollary, we prove the existence of this
ideal.
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Corollary 1.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra. Then g has a unique maximal
semisimple graded ideal S (i.e., S is the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g).
Proof. Let S be the set of all simple graded ideals of g. Recall that according to the
usual definition {0} is not a simple Lie superalgebra. If S = ∅, then Lemma 1.1(v) and
Proposition 1.7 imply that {0} is the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g. Now, suppose
that S = ∅. Let N be the set of integers n 1 such that there exists a subset {I1, . . . ,In}
of S which satisfies ∑k=nk=1 Ik =⊕k=nk=1 Ik . It is clear that N = ∅ (because 1 ∈ N ) and
n  dimg, ∀n ∈N . Consequently, N admits a greatest element p. Let {I1, . . . ,Ip} be a
subset of S such that∑k=pk=1 Ik =⊕k=pk=1 Ik , and let I ∈ S . Since I ∩⊕k=pk=1 Ik is a graded
ideal of I, it follows that I∩⊕k=pk=1 Ik = {0} or I∩
⊕k=p
k=1 Ik = I because I is simple. The
fact that p is the greatest element of N implies that I ∩⊕k=pk=1 Ik = I, consequently I⊂⊕k=p
k=1 Ik . Therefore, if we denote by S the graded ideal
∑
h∈S h of g, then S=
⊕k=p
k=1 Ik
which proves that S is a semisimple graded ideal of g. LetH be a semisimple graded ideal
of g and denote by B an invariant scalar product on g. By Lemma 1.1(v), H is a B-non-
degenerate graded ideal of g and [H,H] =H. By Proposition 1.7, H =⊕i=ri=1Hi , where
Hi is a graded simple ideal of H for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The fact that g =H ⊕H⊥B and
H⊥B is a graded ideal of g implies that Hi is a graded simple ideal of g, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
It follows that H ⊂ S. We conclude that S is the greatest semisimple graded ideal
of g. ✷
2. Minimal graded ideals and some invariants of quadratic Lie superalgebras
Now, let g = g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra. We denote by F(g) the vector
space of all even supersymmetric invariant bilinear forms on g and by B(g) the subspace
of F(g) spanned by the set of the invariant scalar products on g.
Lemma 2.1. F(g)= B(g).
Proof. Let B be an invariant scalar product of g and let ϕ ∈ F(g). Let T be a basis of g,
M(B) and M(ϕ) the associated matrices of B and ϕ in T . Since B is non-degenerate,
then there exists f , an even linear map of g into itself, such that ϕ(x, y) = B(f (x), y),
∀x, y ∈ g. Let M(f ) be the matrix of f in T ; then M(ϕ) = tM(f )M(B). Consider the
polynomial P(X)= det(M(ϕ)−XM(B)) ∈K[X], then P(X)= det(M(B))det(M(f )−
XIn), where n is the dimension of g. Consequently, P(X) is a non-zero polynomial; so
there exists λ ∈K such that P(λ) = 0. This proves that ϕ− λB is non-degenerate and thus
ϕ = (ϕ − λB)+ λB ∈B(g). We conclude that F(g)= B(g). ✷
Terminology. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra; the dimension of the vector space
B(g) is called the quadratic dimension of g and will be denoted by dq(g).
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Proposition 2.1. Let g and g′ be two isomorphic Lie superalgebras. If g is quadratic,
then g′ is quadratic and dq(g) = dq(g′) (i.e., the quadratic dimension of a quadratic Lie
superalgebras is an invariant of quadratic Lie superalgebras).
Proof. Let ϕ be an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras from g to g′. Suppose that g
is quadratic and let B be an invariant scalar product on g. Then the bilinear form B ′
on g′, defined by B ′(x, y)= B(ϕ−1(x),ϕ−1(y)), ∀x, y ∈ g′, is an invariant scalar product
on g′. Thus g′ is a quadratic Lie superalgebra. If F ∈ B(g), then it is easy to check that
the map Fϕ :g′ × g′ → K, defined by Fϕ(x, y) = F(ϕ−1(x),ϕ−1(y), ∀x, y ∈ g′, is an
element of B(g′). Consequently, we get the map Φ :B(g)→ B(g′) defined by Φ(F)= Fϕ ,
∀F ∈ B(g). It is clear thatΦ is an isomorphism of vector spaces from B(g) to B(g′). Which
proves that dq(g)= dq(g′). ✷
Definition 2.1. Let g be a Lie superalgebra and I a graded ideal of g. I is called a graded
minimal ideal of g if I /∈ {{0},g} and if h is a graded ideal of g such that h ⊆ I then
h ∈ {{0},I}.
Proposition 2.2. Let g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple nor
the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product on g. If I is a non-zero
minimal graded ideal of g, then:
(i) I is an Abelian or a simple graded ideal of g;
(ii) I⊆ [g,g] or I⊆ z(g);
(iii) If I1¯ = {0} (respectively I0¯ = {0}), then [g1¯,I1¯] = I0¯ (respectively [g1¯,I0¯] = I1¯);
(iv) g/I⊥B is a simple or a one-dimensional Lie superalgebra;
(v) g/I⊥B is a quadratic Lie superalgebra if and only if g/I⊥B is either a simple
quadratic Lie superalgebra or the one-dimensional Lie algebra. In this case,
dq(g/I
⊥B )= 1;
(vi) If g/I⊥B is not quadratic, then there does not exist any non-zero invariant bilinear
form on g/I⊥B (i.e., F(g/I⊥B )= {0});
(vii) I0¯ = {0} if and only if I⊆ z(g)1¯ and dimI= 1;
(viii) If h is an other minimal graded ideal of g, then [I,h] = {0}.
Proof. (i) Since I is a minimal graded ideal of g, then I ∩ I⊥B = I or I ∩ I⊥B = {0}. If
I ∩ I⊥B = I, then I ⊆ I⊥B . The fact that B([I,I⊥B ],g)= B(I, [I⊥B ,g]) = {0} implies
that [I,I⊥B ] = {0}; it follows that [I,I] = {0}. Now, if I ∩ I⊥B = {0}, then I is a B-non-
degenerate graded ideal of g. Consequently, g= I⊕ I⊥B . If h is a non-zero graded ideal
of I, then h is a non-zero graded ideal of g because [h,I⊥B ] = {0}. It follows that h= I,
which proves that I is simple or a one-dimensional central ideal of g. We conclude that I
is an Abelian or a simple graded ideal of g.
(ii) The fact that [g,I] is a graded ideal of g implies [g,I] = I or [g,I] = {0}; so
I⊆ [g,g] or I⊆ z(g).
(iii) It is easy to verify that if I1¯ = {0} (respectively I0¯ = {0}), then [g1¯,I1¯] ⊕ I1¯
(respectively I0¯ ⊕ [g1¯,I0¯]) is a non-zero graded ideal of g which is contained in I;
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so [g1¯,I1¯] ⊕ I1¯ = I (respectively I0¯ ⊕ [g1¯,I0¯] = I). We conclude that [g1¯,I1¯] = I0¯
(respectively [g1¯,I0¯] = I1¯).
(iv) Because I is minimal, then I⊥B is a maximal graded ideal of g, thus {{0},g/I⊥B } is
the set of all graded ideals of g/I⊥B . Consequently, g/I⊥B is a simple or a one-dimensional
Lie superalgebra.
The assertion (v) is clear because the one-dimensional Lie superalgebra V = V1¯ is not
quadratic. If g/I⊥B is the one-dimensional Lie algebra, it is clear that dq(g)= 1. Now, if
g/I⊥B is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra, then, by [15, Proposition 2, p. 94], dq(g)= 1.
(vi) If g/I⊥B is a non-quadratic simple Lie superalgebra, then, by [15, Proposition 2,
p. 94], F(g/I⊥B )= {0}). Now, if g/I⊥B is the one-dimensional Lie superalgebra V = V1¯,
then all invariant bilinear forms on g/I⊥B are equal to zero.
(vii) If I0¯ = {0}, then [g1¯,I1¯] = {0}. Hence, by invariance of B , B([g0¯,I1¯],g1¯) =
B(g0¯, [I1¯,g1¯]) = {0}; so [g0¯,I1¯] = {0} because B is non-degenerate and even. Thus
I⊆ z(g)1¯; moreover, I is one-dimensional because I is minimal. The converse is clear.
(viii) Let h be an other non-zero minimal graded ideal of g. Then I ∩ h = {0}; so
[I,h] = {0}. ✷
Definition 2.2. A Lie superalgebra g is called reductive if g = S ⊕ z(g) where S is a
semisimple graded ideal of g. If S=⊕i=ni=1 Si where (Si )1in are simple graded ideals
of S (then (Si )1in are simple graded ideals of g), then g is called a decomposable
reductive Lie superalgebra.
Notation. Let g = S ⊕ z(g) be a decomposable reductive Lie superalgebra. Then S =⊕i=n
i=1 Si where {Si | 1  i  n} is the set of all simple graded ideals of g. Indeed,
let S′ be a graded simple ideal of g, then [S′,S′] = S′. Consequently, S′ = [g,S′] =⊕i=n
i=1[Si ,S′]. Since S′ is simple, then there exists i0 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that S′ =[Si0,S′]; so S′ = Si0 . We denote by σ(g) the number n of the simple graded ideals
of g. In addition we consider the following positive integers:
• σq(g)= +{i ∈ {1, . . . , n} |Si is a quadratic Lie superalgebra},
• π(g)= dim(z(g))0¯, and• ι(g)= dim(z(g))1¯.
Proposition 2.3. Let g be a decomposable reductive Lie superalgebra {Si | 1  i  n}
the set of all simple graded ideals of g, and F(g) is the vector space of even invariant
bilinear forms on g. Then dimF(g)= σq(g)+ π(g)(π(g)+ 1)/2 + α(g), where α(g)= 0
or α(g)= ι(g)(ι(g)− 1)/2 if ι(g) 1.
Proof. Since g is a decomposable reductive Lie superalgebra, then g = ⊕i=ni=1 Si ⊕
z(g) where {Si | 1  i  n} the set of all simple graded ideals of g. The fact that
z(g) is a graded ideal of g implies that g = ⊕i=ni=1 Si ⊕ (z(g))0¯ ⊕ (z(g))1¯. We can
suppose that Si is a quadratic Lie superalgebra, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)}, and Si is not
a quadratic Lie superalgebra, ∀i ∈ {σq(g) + 1, . . . , n}. Thus, by [15, Proposition 2,
p. 94], dimF(Si ) = 1, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)}, and F(Si ) = {0}, ∀i ∈ {σq(g) + 1, . . . , n}.
If i ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)}, we denote by Bi a non-zero invariant scalar product of Si ; so
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F(Si ) = KBi . It is clear that F((z(g))0¯) is the vector space of symmetric bilinear
form on (z(g))0¯ and that F((z(g))1¯) is the vector space of antisymmetric bilinear form
on (z(g))1¯, consequently dimF((z(g))0¯) = π(g)(π(g)+ 1)/2 and dimF((z(g))1¯) = 0 if
ι(g) = 0, or dimF((z(g))1¯) = ι(g)(ι(g)− 1)/2 if ι(g)  1. Denote r = dimF((z(g))0¯)
and t = dimF((z(g))1¯). Let i ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)}; we consider B˜i the even, invariant and
supersymmetric bilinear form on g defined by (B˜i )|Si×Si = Bi , (B˜i )|Sj×Sj = 0, ∀j ∈
{1, . . . , n} with j = i , and (B˜i )|z(g)×z(g) = 0. It is clear that {B˜1, . . . , B˜σq (g)} is a set of
linearly independent elements of F(g). Consider {ϕi | 1  i  r} a basis of F((z(g))0¯).
Let i ∈ {1, . . . , r}; we consider ϕ˜i the even, invariant and supersymmetric bilinear form
on g defined by (ϕ˜i)|(z(g))0¯×(z(g))0¯ = ϕi , (ϕ˜i)|(z(g))1¯×(z(g))1¯ = 0, (ϕ˜i)|Sj×Sj = 0, ∀j ∈{1, . . . , n}. Thus {ϕ˜1, . . . , ϕ˜r } is a set of linearly independent elements of F(g).
First case: ι(g) > 1. Since F((z(g))1¯) is the vector space of antisymmetric bilinear form
on (z(g))1¯, then dimF((z(g))1¯) = ι(g)(ι(g)− 1)/2 = 0. Consider {φi | 1  i  t} a ba-
sis of F((z(g))1¯). Let i ∈ {1, . . . , t}; we consider φ˜i the invariant supersymmetric bilin-
ear form on g defined by (φ˜i )|(z(g))1¯×(z(g))1¯ = φi , (φ˜i)|(z(g))0¯×(z(g))0¯ = 0, (φ˜i)|Sj×Sj = 0,
∀j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. It is clear that {φ˜1, . . . , φ˜t } is a set of linearly independent elements
of F(g). Consequently, A = {B˜k | 1  k  σq(g)} ∪ {ϕ˜k | 1  k  r} ∪ {φ˜k | 1 
k  t} is a set of linearly independent elements of F(g). Now, let ω ∈ F(g). Then
ω|(z(g))0¯×(z(g))0¯ ∈ F((z(g))0¯), ω|(z(g))1¯×(z(g))1¯ ∈ F((z(g))1¯), ω|Sk×Sk = λkBk , where
λk ∈ K, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)}, and ω|Sk×Sk = 0, ∀k ∈ {1 + σq(g), . . . , n}. In addi-
tion, ω((z(g))0¯, (z(g))1¯)) = 0 because ω is even. ω(Sk, (z(g))) = ω([Sk,Sk], (z(g))) =
ω(Sk, [Sk, (z(g))]) = {0}, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and ω(Sk,Sl ) = ω([Sk,Sk],Sl) =
ω(Sk, [Sk,Sl]) = {0}, ∀k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with k = l. Therefore, there exists {ak | 1 
k  r} ∪ {bk | 1  k  t} ⊆K such that ω =∑k=σq(g)k=1 λkB˜k +
∑k=r
k=1 akϕ˜k +
∑k=r
k=1 bkφ˜k .
We conclude that A is a basis of F(g); so dimF(g) = σq(g) + r + t = σq(g) +
π(g)(π(g)+ 1)/2+ ι(g)(ι(g)− 1)/2.
Second case: ι(g)  1. Then F((z(g))1¯) = {0}. Let ω ∈ F(g). Then ω|(z(g))0¯×(z(g))0¯ ∈F((z(g))0¯), ω|(z(g))1¯×(z(g))1¯ = 0, ω|Sk×Sk = λkBk , where λk ∈ K, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , σq(g)},
and ω|Sk×Sk = 0, ∀k ∈ {1 + σq(g), . . . , n}. In addition, ω((z(g))0¯, (z(g))1¯) = 0,
ω(Sk, (z(g)))= {0}, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and ω(Sk,Sl )= {0}, ∀k, l ∈ {1, . . . , n} with k = l.
Thus there exists {ck | 1  k  r} ⊆ K such that ω =∑k=σq(g)k=1 λkB˜k +
∑k=r
k=1 ckϕ˜k . We
conclude that {B˜k | 1  k  σq(g)} ∪ {ϕ˜k | 1  k  r} is a basis of F(g); so dimF(g) =
σq(g)+ r = σq(g)+ π(g)(π(g)+ 1)/2, which completes the proof. ✷
Definition 2.3. Let g be a Lie superalgebra. The socle of g is the sum of all minimal graded
ideals of g. We denote the socle of g by soc(g).
Convention. If g is either the one-dimensional Lie algebra or the one-dimensional Lie
superalgebrasW =W1¯ or a simple Lie superalgebra, we set that soc(g)= {0}.
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Proposition 2.4. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie
superalgebra nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product of g
and M(g) the set of the minimal graded ideals of g.
(i) There exists {Ik | 1  k  m} ⊆M(g) such that soc(g) =⊕k=mk=1 Ik . Moreover, if
soc(g) =⊕k=nk=1 hk where {hk | 1  k  n} ⊆M(g), then m = n and we denote by
m(g) this positive integer m.
(ii) g/(soc(g))⊥B is a decomposable reductive Lie superalgebra.
(iii) If soc(g)=⊕k=m(g)k=1 Ik =
⊕k=m(g)
k=1 hk , where each Ik (respectively hk) is an element
of M(g), then
σq
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra},
π
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a one-dimensional quadratic Lie
superalgebra
}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a one-dimensional quadratic Lie
superalgebra
}
, and
ι
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a one-dimensional non-quadratic Lie
superalgebra
}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a one-dimensional non-quadratic Lie
superalgebra
}
.
(iv) If {hk | 1  k  r} ⊆ M(g) is such that ∑k=rk=1 hk = ⊕k=rk=1 hk , then either
soc(g)=⊕k=rk=1 hk or there exists {hk | r + 1 k m(g)} ⊆M(g) such that soc(g)=⊕k=m(g)
k=1 hk .
Proof. Let T be the set of integers n such that there exists {I1, . . . ,In} ⊆M(g) which
verifies
∑k=n
k=1 Ik =
⊕k=n
k=1 Ik . It is clear that I = ∅ (because 1 ∈ T ) and n dimg for all
n ∈ T ; consequently, T admits a greatest element m. Let h ∈M(g) and let {I1, . . . ,Im} ⊆
M(g) which verifies ∑k=mk=1 Ik =⊕k=mk=1 Ik . Since h is a minimal graded ideal of g, then
h ∩⊕k=mk=1 Ik = {0} or h ∩⊕k=mk=1 Ik = h. The fact that m is the greatest element of T
implies that h ∩⊕k=mk=1 Ik = h; so h⊆⊕k=mk=1 Ik . We conclude that soc(g)=⊕k=mk=1 Ik .
Let {h1, . . . ,hn} be an other subset ofM such that soc(g)=⊕k=nk=1 hk . Then soc(g)⊥B =⋂k=n
k=1 hk⊥B =
⋂k=m
k=1 Ik⊥B . Let πk (respectively sk) be the canonical projection of g
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on g/Ik
⊥B (respectively g/hk⊥B ), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (respectively k ∈ {1, . . . , n}). It is
easy to verify that the vector space
⊕k=m
k=1 g/(Ik⊥B ) (respectively
⊕k=n
k=1 g/(hk⊥B )), with
the product defined by [∑k=mk=1 πk(xk),∑k=mk=1 πk(yk)] =∑k=mk=1 πk([xk, yk]) (respectively
[∑k=nk=1 sk(xk),∑k=nk=1 sk(yk)] =∑k=nk=1 sk([xk, yk])), is a Lie superalgebra. Let us consider
the maps φ :g/(soc(g)⊥B )→⊕k=mk=1 g/(Ik⊥B ) and ψ :g/(soc(g)⊥B )→⊕k=nk=1 g/(hk⊥B )
defined by φ(π(x)) =∑k=mk=1 πk(x) and ψ(π(x)) =∑k=nk=1 sk(x), ∀x ∈ g, where π is the
canonical projection of g on g/(soc(g)⊥B ). It is easy to see that φ and ψ are isomorphisms
of Lie superalgebras. From Proposition 2.2(iv), g/(Ik⊥B ) (respectively g/(hk⊥B )) is
simple or one-dimensional Lie superalgebra for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (respectively k ∈
{1, . . . , n}). Therefore, φ−1(g/(Ik⊥B )) (respectively ψ−1(g/(hk⊥B ))) is a simple or a one-
dimensional graded ideal of g/(soc(g)⊥B ), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m} (respectively k ∈ {1, . . . , n}).
Thus g/(soc(g)⊥B )=⊕k=mk=1 φ−1(g/(Ik⊥B ))=⊕k=nk=1 ψ−1(g/(hk⊥B )) is a decomposable
reductive Lie superalgebra, which proves the assertion (ii).
Without loss of generality, we can suppose that φ−1(g/(Ik⊥B )) (respectively
ψ−1(g/(hk⊥B )) is simple, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r} (respectively k ∈ {1, . . . , r ′}), and is a one-
dimensional Lie superalgebra, ∀k ∈ {r + 1, . . . ,m} (respectively ∀k ∈ {r ′ + 1, . . . , n}).
Then r = r ′; it follows that m − r = n − r = dim z(g/(soc(g)⊥B )). We conclude that
n = m. We denote by m(g) the integer m. Moreover, {φ−1(g/(Ik⊥B )) | 1  k  r} =
{ψ−1(g/(hk⊥B )) | 1 k  r} is the set of all simple graded ideal of g/(soc(g)⊥B ). Thus
σq
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra}
because φ and ψ are isomorphism of Lie superalgebra. Since φ and ψ are isomorphism of
Lie superalgebra and
z
(
g
/(
soc(g)⊥B
))=
k=m(g)⊕
k=r+1
φ−1
(
g
/(
Ik
⊥B ))=
k=m(g)⊕
k=r+1
ψ−1
(
g
/(
hk
⊥B )),
then
π
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a one-dimensional quadratic Lie superalgebra}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a one-dimensional quadratic Lie superalgebra}
and
ι
(
g/(soc(g))⊥B
)
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(Ik)⊥B is a one-dimensional non-quadratic Lie superalgebra}
= +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ g/(hk)⊥B is a one-dimensional non-quadratic Lie superalgebra}.
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Which proves the assertion (iii).
Now, let {hk | 1  k  r} ⊆M(g) such that ∑k=rk=1 hk =⊕k=rk=1 hk . If m(g) = r , then
soc(g) = ⊕k=rk=1 hk . Suppose that m(g) > r and let L be the set of integers n such
that there exists {hr+1, . . . ,hn} ⊆M(g) which verifies ∑k=nk=1 hk =⊕k=nk=1 hk . It is clear
that r + 1 ∈ L; so L = ∅. L admits a greatest element p because n  dimg, ∀n ∈ L.
Let h ∈M(g) and let {hr+1, . . . ,hp} ⊆M(g) such that ∑k=pk=1 hk =⊕k=pk=1 hk . Then
h ⊆⊕k=pk=1 hk because p is the greatest element of L. We conclude that p = m(g) and
soc(g)=⊕k=m(g)k=1 hk . Which completes the proof of the assertion (iv). ✷
Remark 2.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie superalgebra
nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product of g. If soc(g) =⊕k=m(g)
k=1 Ik , where {Ik | 1  k  m(g)} ⊆M(g), and if we denote by mq(g,B) the
integer +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} | g/(Ik)⊥B is a quadratic Lie superalgebra}, then mq(g,B)=
σq(g/(soc(g))
⊥B ) +π(g/(soc(g))⊥B ). Consequently,
m(g)=mq(g,B)+
(
σ(g/(soc(g)))⊥B
)− σq(g/(soc(g))⊥B )+ ι(g/(soc(g))⊥B ).
Proposition 2.5. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie superal-
gebra nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B and B ′ two invariant scalar products on g.
Then σq(g/(soc(g))⊥B ) = σq(g/(soc(g))⊥B′ ), π(g/(soc(g))⊥B ) = π(g/(soc(g))⊥B′ ),
ι(g/(soc(g))⊥B )= ι(g/(soc(g))⊥B′ ).
Proof. Let I be a minimal graded ideal of g. Then two cases arise:
First case: dimI= 1. It is equivalent to dimg/(I⊥B )= 1 (respectively dimg/(I⊥B′ )= 1).
Since I is one-dimensional graded ideal of g, then I = KX where X ∈ g0¯ or X ∈ g1¯. If
X ∈ g0¯, then g1¯ ⊆ I⊥B ∩ I⊥B′ because B is even. Consequently, there exist Y,Z, two ele-
ments of g0¯, such that g= I⊥B ⊕KY = I⊥B′ ⊕KZ. Thus g/(I⊥B ) and g/(I⊥B′ ) are iso-
morphic to the one-dimensional Lie algebra; so g/(I⊥B ) and g/(I⊥B′ ) are one-dimensional
quadratic Lie superalgebras. Now, if X ∈ g1¯, then g0¯ ⊆ I⊥B ∩ I⊥B′ . Consequently, there
exist Y ′,Z′ ∈ g1¯ such that g= I⊥B ⊕KY ′ = I⊥B′ ⊕KZ′. Therefore g/(I⊥B ) and g/(I⊥B′ )
are isomorphic to the one-dimensional Lie superalgebra N=N1¯; it follows that g/(I⊥B )
and g/(I⊥B′ ) are non-quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebras.
Second case: dimI > 1. Which is equivalent to that g/(I⊥B ) (respectively g/(I⊥B′ ))
is a simple (respectively a simple) Lie superalgebra. Since dimI > 1, then I ⊆ z(g),
consequently [g,I] = {0}; so [g,I] = I. Then, by Lemma 1.1(iii), I⊥B = I⊥B′ = Cg(I),
where Cg(I) is the centralizer of I in g. Thus g/(I⊥B )= g/(I⊥B′ ).
We conclude that if I is a minimal ideal of g, then:
(i) g/(I⊥B ) is the one-dimensional quadratic (respectively non-quadratic) Lie superal-
gebra if and only if g/(I⊥B′ ) is the one-dimensional quadratic (respectively non-
quadratic) Lie superalgebra;
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(ii) g/(I⊥B ) is the simple quadratic (respectively non-quadratic) Lie superalgebra if and
only if g/(I⊥B′ ) is the simple quadratic (respectively non-quadratic) Lie superalgebra.
Which completes the proof of this proposition. ✷
Notation. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie superalgebra
nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product on g. Proposition 2.5
shows that the positive integers σq(g/(soc(g))⊥B ), π(g/(soc(g))⊥B ), and ι(g/(soc(g))⊥B )
are independent of the choice of B , consequently the positive integers σ(g/(soc(g))⊥B )
and mq(g,B) do not depend on B . Then we can used the new following notations:
• sq(g)= σq(g/(soc(g))⊥B ),
• p(g)= π(g/(soc(g))⊥B ),
• i(g)= ι(g/(soc(g))⊥B ),
• s(g)= σ(g/(soc(g))⊥B ), and
• mq(g)=mq(g,B).
Convention. If g is either the one-dimensional Lie algebra or a simple quadratic Lie
superalgebra, we set that m(g)=mq(g)= s(g)= sq(g)= p(g)= i(g)= 0.
Remark 2.2. Let g and g′ be two quadratic Lie superalgebras. If g and g′ are isomorphic,
it is clear that m(g)=m(g′),mq(g)=mq(g′), s(g)= s(g′), sq (g)= sq(g′), p(g)= p(g′),
and i(g)= i(g′). Then the positive integers m(g), mq(g), s(g), sq (g), p(g), and i(g) are
invariants of the quadratic Lie superalgebras g.
Proposition 2.6. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie
superalgebra nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product of g,
and I a minimal graded ideal of g.
(i) g/(I⊥B ) is the quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebra if and only if there exists
X ∈ (z(g))0¯ such that I=KX.
(ii) g/(I⊥B ) is the non-quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebra if and only if there
exists X ∈ (z(g))1¯ such that I=KX.
(iii) p(g)= dim(z(g))0¯ and i(g)= dim(z(g))1¯.
Proof. (i) If g/(I⊥B ) is the quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebra, then g/(I⊥B ) is
a one-dimensional Lie algebra. Since B is even, then I=KX where X ∈ g0¯. If I is non-
degenerate, then g= I⊕ I⊥B . Thus I ⊆ (z(g))0¯ because [X,X] = 0 and [I,I⊥B ] = {0}.
If I is degenerate, then I ∩ I⊥B = {0}; so I ⊆ I⊥B . There exists Y ∈ g0¯ such that
g = I⊥B ⊕ KY because X ∈ g0¯ and B is even. The fact that B is invariant implies that
B([X,Y ], Y ) = B(X, [Y,Y ]) = 0 and B([X,Y ],I⊥B ) = B(X, [Y,I⊥B ]) = {0}. It follows
that I⊆ (z(g))0¯ because [I,I⊥B ] = {0}.
Conversely, if there exists X ∈ (z(g))0¯ such that I=KX, then g1¯ ⊆ I⊥B . Consequently,
there exists Y ∈ g0¯ such that g = I⊥B ⊕KY . Therefore, g/(I⊥B ) is the one-dimensional
Lie algebra. We conclude that g/(I⊥B ) is the quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebra.
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(ii) If g/(I⊥B ) is the non-quadratic one-dimensional Lie superalgebra, then I = KX
where X ∈ g1¯. It follows, by Proposition 2.2(vii), that I ⊆ z(g)1¯. Conversely, if there
exists X ∈ (z(g))1¯ such that I = KX, then g0¯ ⊆ I⊥B . Thus there exists Y ∈ g1¯ such
that g = I⊥B ⊕ KY . Consequently, g/(I⊥B ) is the non-quadratic one-dimensional Lie
superalgebra.
(iii) Let {ei | 1  i  r} (respectively {ei | r + 1  i  s}) be a basis of z(g)0¯
(respectively z(g)1¯). If soc(g) = z(g), then p(g) = dim(z(g))0¯ and i(g) = dim(z(g))1¯. If
soc(g) = z(g), then, by Proposition 2.4, there exists {Ii | s + 1  i  m(g)}, a set of
graded minimal graded ideals of g, such that soc(g) =⊕i=si=1Kei ⊕⊕i=m(g)i=s+1 Ii . Since
g/(soc(g)⊥B ) is isomorphic to
⊕i=s
i=1 g/((Kei)⊥B )⊕
⊕i=m(g)
i=s+1 g/((Ii )⊥B ), it follows, by
assertions (i) and (ii), that p(g)= r = dim(z(g))0¯ and i(g)= s − r = dim(z(g))1¯. ✷
Proposition 2.7. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie
superalgebra nor the one-dimensional Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product of g,
{Si | 1 i  n} the set of all graded simple ideals of g, and {Ik | 1  k m(g)} a set of
graded minimal ideals of g such that soc(g)=⊕k=m(g)k=1 Ik .
(i) For all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, there exists k(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that Si = Ik(i).
(ii) There exists {l(1), . . . , l(p(g)+ i(g))} ⊆ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that
(
z(g)
)
0¯ =
k=p(g)⊕
t=1
Il(t ) and
(
z(g)
)
1¯ =
t=(p(g)+i(g))⊕
t=p(g)+1
Il(t ).
(iii) Let k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)}. If Ik /∈ {Si | 1 i  n} and Ik ⊆ z(g), then Ik is Abelian,
[g,Ik] = Ik , and g/(I⊥B ) is a simple Lie superalgebra.
(iv) sq (g)= n+ +
{
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ Ik /∈ {Si | 1 i  n}, Ik ⊆ z(g), and
g
/(
I⊥B
)
is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra
}
.
(v) soc(g) is a decomposable reductive Lie superalgebra.
Proof. (i) Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since [Si ,Si] =Si , then [soc(g),Si] =Si . It follows that
Si =⊕k=m(g)k=1 [Ik,Si ]; so there exists k(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that Si = [Ik(i),Si].
The fact that Ik(i) is a minimal graded ideal of g implies that Si = Ik(i).
The assertion (ii) results from Proposition 2.6.
(iii) Let k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that Ik /∈ {Si | 1 i  n} and Ik ⊆ z(g). Because
Ik is not simple then [Ik,Ik] = {0}; so Ik is Abelian. Since Ik ⊆ z(g), it follows that
[g,Ik] = Ik . By Proposition 2.6, g/(I⊥B ) is not a one-dimensional Lie superalgebra
because Ik ⊆ z(g). It follows, by Proposition 2.2, that g/(I⊥B ) is a simple Lie
superalgebra.
(iv) Let i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. By the assertion (i), there exists k(i) ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that
Si = Ik(i). For k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)}, if k = k(i) then B(Ik(i),Ik) = B([Ik(i),Ik(i)],Ik) =
B(Ik(i), [Ik(i),Ik])= {0}.
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It follows that (Ik(i))⊥B =∑1k =k(i)m(g) Ik ; so g/((Ik(i))⊥B ) Ik(i). Since Ik(i) is
simple, then, by Lemma 1.1, Ik(i) is a non-degenerate graded ideal of g. Consequently,
g/((Ik(i))
⊥B ) is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra. We conclude that if
n′ = +{k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} ∣∣ Ik /∈ {Si | 1 i  n}, Ik ⊆ z(g), and
g/(I⊥B ) is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra
}
,
then sq (g)= n+ n′.
The assertion (v) results from the assertions (i)–(iii). ✷
Lemma 2.2. If g is a quadratic reductive Lie superalgebra, then g is a decomposable
reductive Lie superalgebra. Moreover, if g is neither a simple Lie superalgebra nor the one-
dimensional Lie algebra, then σ(g)= s(g)= σq(g)= sq (g), π(g)= p(g), and ι(g)= i(g).
Proof. Since g is reductive, it follows that g=S⊕ z(g) where S is a semisimple graded
ideal of g. By Lemma 1.1, S is non-degenerate. Thus, by Proposition 1.7, S=⊕i=ni=1 Si
where (Si )1in are simple graded ideals of S. Consequently, g=⊕i=ni=1 Si ⊕ z(g) and{Si | 1 i  n} is the set of all simple graded ideals of g, then g is a decomposable
reductive Lie superalgebra. Moreover, by Lemma 1.1, Si is non-degenerate for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}; so σ(g) = σq(g). If g is neither a simple Lie superalgebra nor the one-
dimensional Lie algebra, it is clear that σ(g) = s(g) = σq(g) = sq (g), π(g) = p(g), and
ι(g)= i(g). ✷
Remark 2.3. If g is the one-dimensional Lie algebra, then σ(g)= s(g)= σq(g)= sq (g)=
ι(g)= i(g)= p(g)= 0 and π(g)= 1. And if g is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra, then
s(g)= sq (g)= ι(g)= i(g)= p(g)= π(g)= 0 and σ(g)= σq(g)= 1.
Theorem 2.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
of g.
(i) If g is either simple Lie superalgebra or the one-dimensional Lie algebra, then
dq(g)= 1.
(ii) If g is a reductive Lie superalgebra but neither a simple Lie superalgebra nor the
one-dimensional Lie algebra, then
dq(g)= s(g)+ p(g)(p(g)+ 1)2 + α(g),
where α(g)= 0 or α(g)= i(g)(i(g)− 1)/2 if i(g) 1.
(iii) If g is not a reductive Lie superalgebra, then
1+ sq(g)+ p(g)(p(g)+ 1)2 + α(g) dq(g),
where α(g)= 0 or α(g)= i(g)(i(g)− 1)/2 if i(g) 1.
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Proof. (i) If g is the one-dimensional Lie algebra, it is clear that dq(g)= 1. Now, if g is
simple, then, by [15, Proposition 2, p. 94], dq(g)= 1.
The assertion (ii) results from Lemma 2.2 and Proposition 2.3.
(iii) Suppose that g is not reductive. It follows that soc(g) = {0}. If we suppose that
soc(g) is non-degenerate, then g = soc(g)⊕ (soc(g))⊥B . By Proposition 2.7, soc(g) is a
reductive Lie superalgebra; it follows that (soc(g))⊥B = {0} because g is not reductive.
Since (soc(g))⊥B is not a minimal graded ideal of g, then there exists I, a non-zero
minimal graded of g, such that I ⊆ (soc(g))⊥B . Which contradicts the fact that soc(g) ∩
(soc(g))⊥B = {0}. We conclude that soc(g) is a degenerate non-zero graded ideal of g.
The fact that soc(g) = {0} implies that (soc(g))⊥B = g. Consequently, there exists a
graded non-zero vector subspace V of g such that g= (soc(g))⊥B ⊕ V . Let x, y ∈ V ; then
[x, y] = α(x, y)+β(x, y) where α(x, y) ∈ soc(g)⊥B and β(x, y) ∈ V . It is easy to see that
V endowed with β is a Lie superalgebra isomorphic to Lie superalgebra g/(soc(g))⊥B .
More precisely, if we denote by π the canonical projection of g on g/(soc(g))⊥B then the
restriction F = π|V of π to V is an isomorphism of Lie superalgebras. Let {Ik | 1  k 
m(g)} be a set of minimal graded ideals of g such that soc(g)=⊕k=m(g)k=1 Ik . Recall that in
the proof of Proposition 2.4, we have constructed an isomorphism φ of Lie superalgebras
from g/(soc(g))⊥B to
⊕k=m(g)
k=1 g/(Ik
⊥B ). Consequently, φ ◦ F is an isomorphism of
Lie superalgebras from V to ⊕k=m(g)k=1 g/(Ik⊥B ). It follows that dimF(g/(soc(g))⊥B ) =
dimF(V). Let {T1, . . . , Tn} be a basis of F(V). Let k ∈ {1, . . . , n}; we consider T˜k the even
invariant supersymmetric bilinear form on g defined by
(
T˜k
)∣∣V×V= Tk and T˜k
(
soc(g)⊥B ,g
)= {0}.
Since {T1, . . . , Tn} is the set of linearly independent elements of F(V), then {T˜1, . . . , T˜n}
is the set of linearly independent elements of F(g). Let {λ,α1, . . . , αn} ⊆K be such that
λB +∑k=nk=1 αkT˜k = 0. Since soc(g) is degenerate, then two cases arises:
First case: z(g) is B-degenerate. Then there exists a non-zero element of x of z(g) such
that B(x, z(g)) = {0}. Let k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} be such that Ik ⊆ z(g); so [g,Ik] = Ik .
Therefore, B(x,Ik) = B([x,g],Ik) = {0}. Then, by Proposition 2.7, B(x, soc(g)) = {0}.
Consequently, x ∈ soc(g) ∩ (soc(g))⊥B . It follows that there exists y , a non-zero element
of V , such that B(x, y) = 0 because B is non-degenerate. Moreover, λB(x, y)= 0 because
T˜k(x, y)= 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}; so λ= 0. Consequently,∑k=nk=1 αkT˜k = 0; it follows that
αk = 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
Second case: z(g) is B-non-degenerate. Since soc(g) is B-degenerate, then there exits
k0 ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)} such that Ik0 ⊆ z(g) and Ik0 is not simple; so [g,Ik0] = Ik0 and
[Ik0,Ik0 ] = {0}. Then B([g,Ik0 ],Ik′) = B(g, [Ik0,Ik′ ])= {0}, for all k′ ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)}.
Consequently, Ik0 ⊆ soc(g) ∩ (soc(g))⊥B . Let x be a non-zero element of Ik0 ; then there
exists y , a non-zero element of V , such that B(x, y) = 0 because B is non-degenerate. The
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fact that T˜k(x, y)= 0 for all k ∈ {1, . . . , n} implies that λB(x, y)= 0; it follows that λ= 0.
Consequently,
∑k=n
k=1 αkT˜k = 0; so αk = 0, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We conclude that {B, T˜1, . . . , T˜n} is the set of linearly independent elements of F(g); so
1 + n dq(g). In addition, by Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, n= sq (g)+ p(g)(p(g)+ 1)/2 +
α(g), where α(g)= 0 if i(g)= 0 or α(g)= i(g)(i(g)− 1)/2 if i(g) 1, which completes
the proof.
Corollary 2.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra.
(i) If g is either a simple Lie algebra or the one-dimensional Lie algebra, then dq(g)= 1.
(ii) If g is a reductive Lie algebra but neither a simple Lie algebra nor the one-
dimensional Lie algebra, then
dq(g)= s(g)+ dim z(g)(1+ dim z(g))2 .
(iii) If g is not a reductive Lie algebra, then
1+ s(g)+ dim z(g)(1+ dim z(g))
2
 dq(g).
Remark 2.4. This corollary gives a lower bound of the quadratic dimension of a quadratic
Lie algebra, this lower bound is an improvement of lower bounds obtained in [18,19].
Recall those two lower bounds:
(1) [18, Theorem 9.1]: If g is a non-Abelian quadratic Lie algebra then
1+ dim z(g)(1+ dim z(g))
2
 dq(g).
(2) [19, Theorem 3.8]: Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra, B an invariant scalar product of g.
If g is B-irreducible, then 1+m(g) dq(g).
In the following corollary, using the quadratic length lq (g) of a quadratic Lie
superalgebra g, we give a lower bound of the quadratic dimension dq(g) of g.
Corollary 2.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
on g. Let {gk | 1  k  lq (g)} be a set of B-irreducible graded ideals of g such that
B(gk,gk′)= {0}, for all k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}, and g=
⊕k=lq (g)
k=1 gk . Then
lq(g)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
sq(gk)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
p(gk)(p(gk)+ 1)
2
+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
α(gk) dq(g),
where ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, α(gk)= i(gk)(i(gk)− 1)/2 if i(gk) 1, or α(gk)= 0 if gk =M
or i(gk)= 0.
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Proof. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}. Let us consider a basis Bk = {Bk1 , . . . ,Bkn(k)} of F(gk). Let
l ∈ {1, . . . , n(k)}; we consider the bilinear form B˜kl on g defined by (B˜kl )|gk×gk = Bkl and
B˜kl (gk,gi ) = {0}, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)} such that k = i . It is clear that B˜kl is even, invariant
and supersymmetric; so B˜kl ∈F(g). The fact that Bk = {Bi1, . . . ,Bkn(k)} is a basis of F(gk)
implies that B˜k = {B˜k1 , . . . , B˜kn(k)} is a set of linearly independent elements of F(g). It
follows that
⋃k=lq (g)
k=1 B˜k is a set of linearly independent elements of F(g). Therefore∑k=lq (g)
k=1 dq(gk) dq(g); so, by Theorem 2.1,
lq(g)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
sq(gk)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
p(gk)(p(gk)+ 1)
2
+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
α(gk) dq(g),
where ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}, α(gk) = i(gk)(i(gk)− 1)/2 if i(gk)  1, or α(gk) = 0 if gk =
M or i(gk)= 0. ✷
Corollary 2.3. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra and B an invariant scalar product on g.
Let {gk | 1 k  lq(g)} be a set of B-irreducible ideals of g such that B(gk,gk′)= {0}, for
all k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} and g=⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk . Then
lq (g)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
s(gk)+
k=lq (g)∑
k=1
p(gk)(p(gk)+ 1)
2
 dq(g).
3. The problem of uniqueness of quadratic structure on Lie superalgebras
In this section, we discuss the problem of the uniqueness of quadratic structure on Lie
superalgebras. More precisely, what can we say about the structure of Lie superalgebras
g having a unique (up to a constant) quadratic structure (i.e., dq(g) = 1)? Recall that
in [3,18,19], it was shown that a non-one-dimensional Lie algebra g is simple if and
only if dq(g) = 1. And in [5], we showed that if g is a quadratic Lie superalgebra such
that the action of g0¯ on g1¯ is completely reducible and dimg > 2, then g is simple if
and only if dq(g) = 1. In the first part of this section, we will give new proofs of those
characterizations.
Let g = g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra but neither the one-dimensional Lie
algebra nor the two-dimensional Lie superalgebraM=M1¯ and let B be an invariant scalar
product on g. If dq(g)= 1, then g is B-irreducible and, by Theorem 2.1, sq(g)= 0, p(g)=
0 and i(g)  1, which equivalent to mq(g) = 0 and i(g)  1. From [15, Proposition 2,
p. 94], if g is a quadratic simple Lie superalgebra then dq(g) = 1. Natural questions that
arise are:
Question (i). If dq(g)= 1, is g a simple Lie superalgebra?
Question (ii). Does the fact that mq(g)= 0 and i(g) 1 imply that dq(g)= 1?
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In the following, we are going to consider a class of quadratic Lie superalgebras g where
the property dq(g)= 1 characterizes the quadratic simple Lie superalgebras.
We denote by U the class of all quadratic Lie superalgebras g such that m(g) =
mq(g). It is clear that U contain the quadratic Lie algebras and the basic classical Lie
superalgebras. In Theorem 3.1 below, we prove that U contain also the irreducible quadratic
Lie superalgebras g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ such that the action of g0¯ on g1¯ is completely reducible.
Proposition 3.1. Let g be an element of U such that g is not the one-dimensional Lie
algebra. Then g is a simple Lie superalgebra if and only if dq(g)= 1.
Proof. If dq(g) = 1, then, by Theorem 2.1, sq(g) = p(g) = 0 and i(g)  1. Since g
is an element of U, it follows that i(g) = 0 and m(g) = 0 because m(g) = mq(g) =
sq(g)+p(g)= 0. Consequently, g is a simple Lie superalgebra. The converse results follow
from [15, Proposition 2, p. 94]. ✷
Theorem 3.1. Let g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra such that the action of g0¯
on g1¯ is completely reducible and let B be an invariant scalar product on g.
(i) If g is irreducible, then soc(g)⊆ soc(g0¯) and g is an element of U.
(ii) If g is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor the two-dimensional Lie
superalgebra M=M1¯, then g is simple if and only if dq(g)= 1.
Proof. Let B be an invariant scalar product of g. Recall that, by Corollary 1.1, g is
irreducible if and only if g is B-irreducible and g = M where M = M1¯ is the two-
dimensional Lie superalgebra with M0¯ = {0}.
(i) If g is a simple Lie superalgebra or the one-dimensional Lie algebra then soc(g)=
{0} ⊆ soc(g0¯). Now, we suppose that g is neither a simple Lie superalgebra nor the one-
dimensional Lie algebra. Let I be a non-zero minimal graded ideal of g. Since I1¯ is a
sub-g0¯-module of g1¯, then there exists P a sub-g0¯-module of g1¯ such that g1¯ = I1¯ ⊕ P .
Since g is non-simple and irreducible, then, by Lemma 1.1, I is not simple. It follows, by
Proposition 2.2, that I is Abelian; so [I0¯,I1¯] = {0}. Moreover, [I0¯,P] ⊆ I1¯ ∩ P = {0},
consequently [I0¯,g1¯] = {0}. It follows that I0¯ is a graded ideal of g; so I0¯ = {0} or I0¯ = I
because I is a minimal graded ideal of g. Therefore, I0¯ = {0} or I1¯ = {0}. If we suppose
that I1¯ = {0}, then I0¯ = {0}. Consequently, by Proposition 2.2(vii), I1¯ ⊆ z(g), then
I1¯ = {0} because z(g)⊆ g0¯ (see [5, Lemma 2.2]). Which contradicts the fact that I = {0}.
It follows that I0¯ = {0} and I1¯ = {0}, then I= I0¯ ⊆ g0¯. Let h be an ideal of g0¯ such that
h ⊆ I. Since [g1¯,h] ⊆ I1¯ = {0}, it follows that h is a graded ideal of g. Thus h = {0} or
h = I; so I is the minimal ideal of g0¯. We conclude that soc(g) ⊆ soc(g0¯). Now we are
going to show that g ∈ U. If I be a graded minimal ideal of g, then I ⊆ g0¯; so g1¯ ⊆ I⊥
because B is even. Consequently, g/I⊥ is a simple or one-dimensional Lie algebra. It
follows that g/I⊥ is a quadratic Lie superalgebra. We conclude that m(g)=mq(g); so g is
an element of U.
(ii) Let us assume that g is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor the two-
dimensional Lie superalgebra M =M1¯. If dq(g) = 1, then g is B-irreducible. Conse-
quently, g is irreducible because g is not the two-dimensional Lie superalgebra M=M1¯.
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It follows, by (i), that g ∈ U and Proposition 3.1 implies that g is simple because g is
not the one-dimensional Lie algebra. The converse results follow from [15, Proposition 2,
p. 94]. ✷
Lemma 3.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B is an invariant scalar
product. Let {gk | 1  k  lq(g)} be a set of B-irreducible graded ideals of g such that
B(gk,gk′)= {0}, for all k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that k′ = k, and g =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk . We
can suppose that there exist m,n ∈ N such that gk is the one-dimensional Lie algebra
for all k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, gk is a simple Lie superalgebra for all k ∈ {m + 1, . . . , n}, and
gk is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Lie superalgebra for all
k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , lq(g)}.
(i) If g is not B-irreducible, then
k=n⋃
k=1
gk ∪
k=lq (g)⋃
k=n+1
soc(gk)⊆ soc(g) and soc(g)=
k=n⊕
k=1
gk ⊕
k=lq (g)⊕
k=n+1
soc(gk).
(ii) If I is a minimal graded ideal of g, then either I is a simple graded ideal of g or
I⊂
k=m⊕
k=1
gk ⊕
k=lq (g)⊕
k=n+1
soc(gk).
Proof. (i) Let k ∈ {n + 1, . . . , lq(g)}. Let I be a minimal graded ideal of gk . Since
[gk,gk′ ] = {0} for all k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that k′ = k, then I is a graded ideal of g.
If h is a graded ideal of g such that h⊆ I; so h= {0} or h= I because h is a graded ideal
of gk . Thus, I is a minimal graded ideal of g. We conclude that
⋃k=lq (g)
k=n+1 soc(gk)⊆ soc(g).
Consequently,
⋃k=n
k=1 gk ∪
⋃k=lq (g)
k=n+1 soc(gk)⊆ soc(g).
Let I be a non-zero minimal graded ideal of g. If I ⊆ z(g), then I = KX where
X ∈ z(g). The fact that z(g) = ⊕k=lq (g)k=1 z(gk) implies that X =
∑k=lq (g)
k=1 Xk , where
Xk ∈ z(gk) for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. It follows that
I=
k=lq (g)⊕
k=1
KXk ⊆
k=n⊕
k=1
gk ⊕
k=lq (g)⊕
k=n+1
soc(gk).
If I ⊆ z(g), then [g,I] = I. Therefore, I =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 [gk,I]; so I =
⊕k=lq (g)
k=1 gk ∩ I.
It follows that there exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)} such that I = gk0 ∩ I; so I⊆ gk0 . If
k0 ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then I = {0} or I = gk0 . Now, suppose that k0 ∈ {n + 1, . . . , lq(g)}. Let
h be a graded ideal of gk0 such that h ⊆ I. Since [gk0,gk] = {0} for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}
such that k = k0, then h is a graded ideal of g. It follows that h = {0} or h = I,
then I is a minimal graded ideal of gk0 ; so I ⊆ soc(gk0). We conclude that soc(g) ⊆⊕k=n
k=1 gk ⊕
⊕k=lq (g)
k=n+1 soc(gk). It follows that soc(g)=
⊕k=n
k=1 gk ⊕
⊕k=lq (g)
k=n+1 soc(gk).
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(ii) Let I be a minimal graded ideal of g. If [g,I] = {0}, then I⊂ z(g)=⊕k=lq (g)k=1 z(gk).
Thus, I ⊂⊕k=mk=1 gk ⊕⊕k=lq (g)k=n+1 soc(gk). If [g,I] = {0}, then [g,I] = I because I is a
minimal graded ideal. Consequently, I =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 [I,gk] =
⊕k=lq (g)
k=1 I ∩ gk . It follows
that there exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that I = I ∩ gk0 . Therefore, I = gk0 if k0 ∈
{1, . . . , n} or I⊂ soc(gk0) if k0 ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , lq(g)}. We conclude that either I is a simple
graded ideal of g or I⊂⊕k=mk=1 gk ⊕⊕k=lq (g)k=n+1 soc(gk). ✷
Proposition 3.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra such that the action of g0¯ on g1¯
is completely reducible and B is an invariant scalar product of g. Let {gk | 1 k  lq(g)}
be a set of B-irreducible graded ideals of g such that B(gk,gk′) = {0}, for all k, k′ ∈
{1, . . . , lq(g)} such that k′ = k, and g=⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk .
(i) g is an element of U if and only if gk =M, for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, where M=M1¯
is the two-dimensional Lie superalgebra such that M0¯ = {0}.
(ii) If g ∈ U, then dq(g) = lq (g) if and only if g is a reductive Lie superalgebra with
dim z(g) 1.
Proof. (i) If g is B-irreducible, the assertion (i) results from Theorem 3.1. Now suppose
that g is not B-irreducible. We can suppose that there exist m,n ∈ N such that gk
is the one-dimensional Lie algebra, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, gk is a simple Lie superalgebra,
∀k ∈ {m+ 1, . . . , n}, and gk is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Lie
superalgebra, ∀k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , lq(g)}. Suppose that g ∈ U. Let k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , lq(g)} and
let I be a minimal graded ideal of gk . Then I is a minimal graded ideal of g and g/(I⊥B )
gk/(I
⊥Bk ), where Bk = B|gk×gk , because B(gk,gk′)= {0}, ∀k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that
k′ = k. Since g ∈ U, then gk/(I⊥Bk ) is a quadratic Lie superalgebra. Which implies that
gk ∈ U; so gk =M. We conclude that gk =M for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. Conversely,
since the g0¯-module g1¯ is completely reducible, then the (gk)0¯-module (gk)1¯ is completely
reducible for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. The fact that gk =M implies
that gk is irreducible. By Theorem 3.1, it follows that soc(gk) ⊆ (gk)0¯. Let I be a
minimal graded ideal of g. By Lemma 3.1, I is a simple graded ideal of g or I ⊂⊕k=m
k=1 gk ⊕
⊕k=lq (g)
k=n+1 soc(gk). If I is a simple graded ideal of g, it follows that there
exists k ∈ {m + 1, . . . , n} such that I = gk . Consequently, g/(I⊥B )  gk ; so g/(I⊥B ) is
a quadratic Lie superalgebra. If I ⊂⊕k=mk=1 gk ⊕⊕k=lq (g)k=n+1 soc(gk), then I ⊂ g0¯ because
soc(gk)⊆ (gk)0¯, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. Since B is even, it follows that g1¯ ⊂ I⊥B . Therefore,
by Proposition 2.2, g/(I⊥B ) is a quadratic Lie algebra. Which proves that g ∈ U.
(ii) Suppose that g ∈ U. If dq(g)= lq(g), by Corollary 2.2 we have sq(gk)= p(gk)= 0
and i(gk)  1. By the assertion (i), gk ∈ U for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. Thus s(gk) =
sq(gk) = p(gk) = i(gk) = 0; so m(g) = 0. Which implies that gk is either a simple
Lie superalgebra or the one-dimensional Lie algebra for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}; so g
is a reductive Lie superalgebra. We can suppose that there exists a positive integer r
such that r  lq(g), gk is a one-dimensional graded ideal of g such that (gk)1¯ = {0},∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and gk is a simple graded ideal of g, ∀k ∈ {r+1, . . . , lq(g)}. Consequently,
dq(g)= (r(r + 1)/2)+ (lq(g)− r). Since dq(g)= lq(g), then r(r + 1)/2 = r; so r2 = r .
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It follows that r = 0 or r = 1, then g is semisimple or g is reductive with dim z(g) = 1.
Thus, g is a reductive Lie superalgebra with dim z(g)  1. Conversely, If g is a reductive
Lie superalgebra with dim z(g)  1, then gk is either a simple Lie superalgebra or the
one-dimensional Lie algebra for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}. If dim z(g)= 0 then gk is a simple
graded ideal of g for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}; so dq(g) = lq (g). If dim z(g) = 1, then there
exists k0 ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that gk0 = (gk0)0¯ is the one-dimensional graded ideal of g
and gk is a simple graded ideal of g for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that k = k0. It follows
that dq(g)= lq(g). ✷
The following corollary concerns the quadratic Lie superalgebras g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ such that
g0¯ is a reductive Lie algebra and the g0¯-module g1¯ is completely reducible and which we
have classified in [5].
Corollary 3.1. Let g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra such that g0¯ is a reductive
Lie algebra and the g0¯-module g1¯ is completely reducible.
(i) If g is either the one-dimensional Lie algebra or a simple Lie superalgebra, then
soc(g) = {0}. And if g is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Lie
superalgebra, then soc(g)=S⊕z(g) whereS is the greatest semisimple graded ideal
of g.
(ii) g is a semisimple Lie superalgebra if and only if z(g)= {0}.
Proof. Let B be an invariant scalar product on g.
First case: g is B-irreducible. If g is either the one-dimensional Lie algebra or a simple
Lie superalgebra, then soc(g) = {0}. If g =M where M =M1¯ is the two-dimensional
Lie superalgebra such that M0¯ = {0}, then soc(g)= z(g) = g. Now, suppose that g =M
and g is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Lie superalgebra. Then,
by Theorem 3.1, soc(g) ⊆ soc(g0¯). Since g0¯ is reductive, it follows that soc(g0¯) = g0¯.
Consequently, if I is a minimal graded ideal of g, then I= I0¯ and I is either a simple or
an Abelian graded ideal of g. It follows, by Lemma 1.1(v), that I is Abelian. Consequently,
I⊆ (z(g))0¯. We conclude that soc(g)= z(g)= (z(g))0¯.
Second case: g is not B-irreducible. Then there exists {gk | 1  k  lq(g)}, a set of B-
irreducible graded ideals of g, such that B(gk,gk′) = {0}, ∀k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such
that k′ = k, and g =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk . We can suppose that there exists n ∈ N such that gk
is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor a simple Lie superalgebra if and only if k ∈
{n+ 1, . . . , lq(g)}. Consequently, by Lemma 3.1, soc(g)=⊕k=nk=1 gk ⊕⊕k=lq (g)k=n+1 soc(gk).
Since g0¯ is reductive and the g0¯-module g1¯ is completely reducible, it follows that (gk)0¯
is reductive and the (gk)0¯-module (gk)1¯ is completely reducible, ∀k ∈ {n+ 1, . . . , lq (g)}.
Therefore, by the first case, soc(gk)= z(gk). Consequently,
soc(g)=
k=n⊕
k=1
gk ⊕
k=lq (g)⊕
k=n+1
z(gk).
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We can suppose that there exists m ∈ N such that m  n and gk is simple if and only if
k ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, then
soc(g)=
k=m⊕
k=1
gk ⊕ z(g).
Let S be the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g. By Lemma 1.1, [S,S] = S, so
[g,S] =S. It follows that S =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 S ∩ gk ; so S =
⊕k=m
k=1 S ∩ gk . Consequently,
S=⊕k=mk=1 gk ; so soc(g)=S⊕ z(g)=S⊕ (z(g))0¯.
(ii) If g is semisimple, it follows that z(g)= {0}. Conversely, if z(g)= {0}, then, by the
assertion (i), soc(g) = S where S is the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g. Thus,
g =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk where each gk is a graded simple ideal of g. We conclude that g is
semisimple. ✷
Remark 3.1. Theorem 2.1 of [5] is assertion (ii) of Corollary 3.1 when g is B-irreducible.
Moreover, the proof of assertion (ii) gives a new proof of this theorem.
Before giving a negative answer of Question (i), let us recall the notion of a double
extension of a quadratic Lie superalgebra. This notion is a tool for construction of new
quadratic Lie superalgebras.
Definition 3.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
on g. Let D be a homogeneous superderivation of g of degree d . D is called B-superanti-
symmetric if B(D(X),Y ) =−(−1)dxB(X,D(Y )), ∀X ∈ gx, ∀Y ∈ g.
We denote by Dera((g,B)) the vector subspace of Der(g) generated by the set of all
B-superantisymmetric homogeneous derivation of g. It is easy to check that Dera((g,B))
is a Lie subsuperalgebra of Der(g).
Theorem 3.2 [4]. Let g1 be a quadratic Lie superalgebra, B1 an invariant scalar
product on g1, g2 a Lie superalgebra, and ψ :g2 → Dera((g1,B1)) a morphism of Lie
superalgebras. Let ϕ be the map from g1 × g1 to g2∗, defined by
ϕ(X,Y )(Z)= (−1)(x+y)zB1
(
ψ(Z)(X),Y
) ∀X ∈ (g1)x, ∀Y ∈ (g1)y, ∀Z ∈ (g2)z.
Let π be the coadjoint representation of g2. Then the vector space g= g2 ⊕ g1 ⊕ g2∗ with
the product
[X2 +X1 + f,Y2 + Y1 + l]
= [X2, Y2]g2 + [X1, Y1]g1 +ψ(X2)(Y1)− (−1)xyψ(Y2)(X1)+ π(X2)(l)
− (−1)xyπ(Y2)(f )+ ϕ(X1, Y1),
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where X2 +X1 +f (respectively Y2 +Y1 + l) is homogeneous of degree x (respectively y)
in g, is a Lie superalgebra.
Moreover, if γ is an even invariant supersymmetric bilinear form on g2, then the bilinear
form T , defined on g by
T (X2 +X1 + f,Y2 + Y1 + l)= B1(X1, Y1)+ γ (X2, Y2)+ f (Y2)+ (−1)xyl(X2)
where X2 + X1 + f and Y2 + Y1 + l are homogeneous of respective degree x, y , is an
invariant scalar product on g. The Lie superalgebra g is called the double extension of
(g1,B1) by g2 by means of ψ .
By Theorem 3.1, if g is a quadratic Lie superalgebra such that the action of g0¯ on
g1¯ is completely reducible such that g is neither the one-dimensional Lie algebra nor the
two-dimensional Lie superalgebra M =M1, then g is simple if and only if dq(g) = 1.
In the following, we are going to prove that in general the answer of Question (i) is not
affirmative.
Let h be a non-quadratic simple Lie superalgebra; for example, h=W(n) or h =
Q(n) = d(n)/KI2n, where n is a positive integer such that n  3 (see [11] or [15]). Let
us consider g= h⊕ h∗, the double extension of {0} by h (i.e., g is the semi-direct product
of h∗ by h by means of the coadjoint representation). From Theorem 3.2, the multiplication
in g is defined by
[X+ f,Y + l] = [X,Y ]g+ π(X)(l)− (−1)xyπ(Y )(f ),
∀(X+ f,Y + l) ∈ (h⊕ h∗)x × (h⊕ h∗)y,
and the bilinear form B on g, defined by
B(X+ f,Y + l)= f (Y )+ (−1)xyl(X), ∀(X+ f,Y + l) ∈ (h⊕ h∗)x × (h⊕ h∗)y,
is an invariant scalar product on g. It is easy to see that z(g)= {0} and [g,g] = g.
Proposition 3.3. g= h⊕ h∗ is a perfect non-simple Lie superalgebra, m(g)= 1, mq(g)=
i(g)= 0, and dq(g)= 1.
Proof. It is easy to see that z(g)= {0} and [g,g] = g. Since h∗ is a non-zero graded ideal
of g such that h∗ = g, then g is not simple. Let us show that h∗ is the unique minimal
graded ideal of g. Suppose that h∗ is not a minimal graded ideal of g, then there exists a
minimal graded ideal I of g such that I⊆ h∗ and I = h∗. Since [h,I] is a graded ideal of g
contained in I, it follows that [h,I] = {0} or [h,I] = I. If [h,I] = {0}, then I⊆ z(g)= {0},
which contradicts the fact that I = {0} (because I is minimal). Consequently, [h,I] = I.
Consider L = {x ∈ h | B(x,I) = {0}}; it is clear that L is a graded ideal of h because
B is an invariant scalar product on g and I is a graded ideal of g. The fact that h is
simple implies that L= {0} or L= h. If L= h, then I⊆ g⊥B = {0} which contradicts that
I = {0}. It follows that L= {0}. Therefore, the graded vector subspace h⊕I of g is B-non-
degenerate. Consequently, if x ∈ h such that f (x)= 0, ∀f ∈ I, then x = 0. Thus, I= h∗,
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which contradicts the fact that I = h∗. We conclude that h∗ is a minimal graded ideal of g.
Now, let J be a minimal graded ideal of g. If we suppose that J = h∗, then J∩h∗ = {0}; so
[J,h∗] = {0} and there exists X ∈ J such that X = a + f , where a ∈ h\{0} and f ∈ h∗. It
follows that [a,h∗] = [X,h∗] = {0}. Which contradicts the fact that Ker(π)= {0}, where
π is the coadjoint representation of h. We conclude that J = h∗. Consequently, h∗ is the
unique graded minimal ideal of g, then m(g) = 1. It is easy to see that (h∗)⊥B = h∗, it
follows that mq(g) = 0 because g/h∗ is not quadratic. Moreover, the fact that z(g) = {0}
implies that i(g)= 0.
Let T be an invariant scalar product on g; then T |h×h is an element of F(h). Since h
is a non-quadratic simple Lie superalgebra, then F(h)= {0}; so T |h×h = 0. By invariance
of T , we obtain T |h∗×h∗ = 0 because [h,h∗] = h∗ and [h∗,h∗] = {0}. Therefore, the map
φ :h→ (h∗)∗, defined by φ(x)(f ) = T (x,f ), ∀(x, f ) ∈ h × h∗, is an isomorphism of
vector spaces. For same reasons, the map ψ :h→ (h∗)∗, defined by ψ(x)(f )= B(x,f ),
∀(x, f ) ∈ h× h∗, is an isomorphism of vector spaces. Consequently, if x ∈ h, then there
exists u(x) ∈ h such that φ(x)=ψ(u(x)). It follows that there exists a linear map u :h→ h
such that T (x,f ) = B(u(x), f ), ∀(x, f ) ∈ h × h∗. Moreover, the fact that B and T are
even implies that u is even. By the invariance of B and T , we obtain that B(u([x, y]), f )=
B([x,u(y)], f ), ∀(x, y, f ) ∈ h×h×h∗. Consequently, u([x, y])= [x,u(y)], ∀x, y ∈ h; so
u ◦ adh(x)= adh(x) ◦ u, ∀x ∈ h. Then, by [15, Proposition 2, p. 46] (Schur’s lemma in the
graded situation), there exists λ ∈ K such that u = λ idh. It follows that φ(x) = λψ(x),
∀x ∈ h; so T (x,f ) = λB(x,f ), ∀(x, f ) ∈ h × h∗. We conclude that T = λB , then
F(g)=KB; so dq(g)= 1. ✷
These examples of perfect quadratic Lie superalgebras show that the uniqueness (up
to a constant) of quadratic structure does not characterize the quadratic simple Lie
superalgebras among the quadratic Lie superalgebras. Immediate question arises:
Question (ii). Does there exist a quadratic Lie superalgebra g such that g is not perfect and
dq(g)= 1?
In the following, we are going to give an affirmative answer to this question.
Lemma 3.2. Let h be a Lie superalgebra, g= h⊕ h∗ the double extension of {0} by h, and
B the invariant scalar product on g defined by B(X + f,Y + l) = f (Y )+ (−1)xyl(X),
∀(X + f,Y + l) ∈ gx × gy . Let D be a homogeneous superderivation of g of degree δ.
Denote by D∗ the homogeneous endomorphism of g∗ of degree δ defined by D∗(f )(X)=
−(−1)δαf (D(X)), ∀f ∈ (g∗)α , ∀X ∈ g (i.e., D∗ = −tD where tD is the supertranspose
of D).
(i) The linear map D˜ :g→ g, defined by D˜(X+f )=D(X)+D∗(f ), ∀X ∈ g), ∀f ∈ g∗,
is a B-superantisymmetric homogeneous superderivation of g of degree δ.
(ii) If D˜ is an inner superderivation of g, then D is an inner superderivation of h.
Proof. (i) A simple computation proves that D˜ is a homogeneous superderivation of g of
degree δ. Let (X+ f,Y + l) ∈ gx × gy ; then
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B
(
D˜(X+ f ),Y + l) = D∗(f )(Y )+ (−1)(x+δ)yl(D(X))
= −(−1)δxf (D(Y))− (−1)(x+δ)y(−1)δyD∗(l)(X)
= −(−1)δx(f (D(Y))+ (−1)x(δ+y)D∗(l)(X))
= −(−1)δxB(X+ f, D˜(Y + l)).
It follows that D˜ ∈ Dera((g,B)).
(ii) Suppose that D˜ is an inner derivation of g; it follows that there exists X +
f ∈ gx such that D˜ = adg(X + f ). If Y ∈ hy , then D˜(Y ) = [X + f,Y ] = [X,Y ] −
(−1)(xy)π(Y )(f ) where π is the coadjoint representation of h. Consequently, D(Y) =
[X,Y ]. We conclude that D is an inner derivation of g. ✷
Now, consider the simple Lie superalgebra h = Q(n) = d(n)/KI2n where n  3.
Proposition 5.1.2 of [11] gives a description of the Lie superalgebra of superderivations
of classical simple Lie superalgebras g strictly contained in Der(g). In particular, it was
shown that if h=Q(n)= d(n)/KI2n, then Der(h)= h⊕KD is a semi-direct sum, where
D is the (within proportionality unique) odd endomorphism of h for which D(h0¯)= {0},
D(h1¯)= h0¯ and D :h1¯ → h0¯ is an isomorphism of h0¯-modules. Consequently, D is an
odd derivation of h such that D2 = 0. Consider g = h⊕ h∗ the double extension of {0}
by h and B the invariant scalar product on g defined by B(X + f,Y + l) = f (Y ) +
(−1)xyl(X), ∀(X+f,Y + l) ∈ gx×gy . By Lemma 3.2, D˜ is an oddB-superantisymmetric
superderivation of g and D˜ is not inner. Since D(h0¯) = {0},D(h1¯) = h0¯, it follows that
D∗((h∗)1¯)= {0} and D∗((h∗)0¯)= (h∗)1¯. Thus, D˜(g0¯)= (h∗)1¯, D˜(g1¯)= h0¯, and D˜2 = 0.
Because D˜2 = 0, we can consider L = V ⊕ g ⊕ V∗, the double extension of g by the
one-dimensional Lie superalgebra V = V1¯ by means the morphism of Lie superalgebras
φ :V→ Dera((g,B)) defined by φ(v)= D˜, where {v} is a basis of V . Consider the bilinear
map ϕ :g × g→ V∗ defined by ϕ(X + f,Y + l)(v) = (−1)(x+y)B(D˜(X + f ),Y + l),
∀(X + f,Y + l) ∈ gx × gy . It follows that ϕ(h0¯,g) = ϕ((h∗)1¯,g) = ϕ(h1¯,h ⊕ (h∗)1¯) =
ϕ((h∗)0¯,h∗ ⊕ h0¯) = {0}. Now, we are going to show that ϕ(h1¯, (h∗)0¯) = {0}. Denote by{v∗} the dual basis of {v}; so V∗ =Kv∗. Let X ∈ h1¯\{0}; then D(X) ∈ h0¯\{0} because D
is an isomorphism of h0¯-modules from h1¯ to h0¯. Therefore, there exists f ∈ (h∗)0¯\{0}
such that B(D(X),f ) = 0. Consequently, ϕ(X,f )(v) = −B(D(X),f ) = 0. If we set
k = −B(D(X),f ), then ϕ(X,k−1f )(v) = 1; so ϕ(X,k−1f ) = v∗. We conclude that
ϕ(h1¯, (h
∗)0¯)=Kv∗ = V∗.
Claim 1. dq(L)= 1.
Proof of Claim 1. Recall that, by Theorem 3.2, the bilinear form T :L×L→K, defined
by T (λv+X+ f + βv∗, λ′v+ Y + h+ βv∗)= B(X+ f,Y + h)+ βλ′ − λβ ′, ∀β,λ,β ′,
λ′ ∈K, ∀X + f,Y + h ∈ g1¯, is an invariant scalar product on L. Remark that T |g×g = B .
Let Ω be an other invariant scalar product on L. By Theorem 3.2, Kv∗ ⊆ z(L). Since
ϕ(h,h) = {0}, it follows that [h,h]L = [h,h]g = [h,h]h = h. Consequently, Ω(h, v∗) =
Ω([h,h]L, v∗) = Ω(h, [h, v∗]L) = {0}. The fact that Ω is even and supersymmetric
implies that Ω(v∗, v∗) = Ω(v, v) = 0 and Ω((h∗)0¯, v∗) = {0}. Since [g,g]g = g, it
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follows that (h∗)1¯ = [h0¯, (h∗)1¯]g + [h1¯, (h∗)0¯]g. Let X be an element of (h∗)1¯. Then
there exists Yi ∈ h0¯, Zi ∈ h1¯, fi ∈ (h∗)1¯, and hi ∈ (h∗)0¯, 1  i  n (where n ∈ N), such
that X =∑i=ni=1([Yi, fi ]g+ [Zi,hi]g). Therefore,∑i=ni=1([Yi, fi ]L+ [Zi,hi]L)=X+ λv∗
where λ ∈K. It follows that
Ω(X,v∗) = Ω(X+ λv∗, v∗)=
i=n∑
i=1
(
Ω
([Yi, fi]L, v∗)+Ω([Zi,hi ]L, v∗))
=
i=n∑
i=1
(
Ω
(
Yi, [fi, v∗]L
)+Ω(Zi, [hi, v∗]L))= 0
because v∗ ∈ z(L). Thus,Ω((h∗)1¯, v∗)= {0}. We conclude that Ω(g,Kv∗)= {0}. Now, we
are going to prove thatΩ(g⊕Kv, v)= {0}. The fact thatΩ is even implies thatΩ(v,h0¯)=
Ω(v, (h∗)0¯) = {0}. Let f ∈ (h∗)1¯; then there exists l ∈ (h∗)0¯ such that D∗(l)= f ; so[v, l]L = f . Consequently, Ω(v,f ) =Ω(v, [v, l ]L)=Ω([v, v]L, l)= {0}. It follows that
Ω(v, (h∗)1¯) = {0}. Consider Ω ′ = Ω |g×g. Since Ω is an invariant scalar product of L,
then Ω ′ is a supersymmetric bilinear form on g. Let X,Y,Z ∈ g. Ω ′([X,Y ]g,Z) =
Ω([X,Y ]g+ ϕ(X,Y ),Z) because Ω(v∗,g)= {0}. Consequently,
Ω ′
([X,Y ]g,Z) = Ω([X,Y ]L,Z)=Ω(X, [Y,Z]L)=Ω(X, [Y,Z]g + ϕ(Y,Z))
= Ω(X, [Y,Z]g)=Ω ′(X, [Y,Z]g).
Thus, Ω ′ is invariant. Since dq(g)= 1, then there exists k ∈K such that Ω ′ = kB . There-
fore, Ω(h0¯,h ⊕ (h∗)1¯) = {0}. It follows that Ω(h0¯, (h∗)0¯) = {0} because Ω(h0¯, v) =
Ω(h0¯, v
∗)= {0}, h0¯ = {0}, and Ω is non-degenerate. Which proves that k = 0; so Ω ′ is an
invariant scalar product on g and Ω ′ = kB where k ∈ K\{0}. Consequently, Ω(Kv∗ ⊕
h ⊕ (h∗)0¯,h1¯) = {0}. Since h is simple, it follows that [h,h]h = h; so [h0¯,h1¯]h = h1¯.
Consequently, [h0¯,h1¯]g = [h0¯,h1¯]L = h1¯. Thus, Ω(v,h1¯) = Ω(v, [h0¯,h1¯]L) =
Ω([v,h0¯]L,h1¯) = {0} because [v,h0¯]L =D(h0¯)= {0}. We conclude that Ω(Kv ⊕ h ⊕
h∗)0¯ ⊕ Kv∗,h1¯) = {0}. Since ϕ(h1¯, (h∗)0¯) = Kv∗; it follows that there exists (Y,A) ∈
h1¯ × (h∗)0¯ such that ϕ(Y,A) = v∗. Then we have Ω([v,Y ]L,A) = Ω(v, [Y,A]L) =
Ω(v, [Y,A]g + ϕ(Y,A)) = Ω(v, v∗) because [Y,A]g ∈ (h∗)1¯ and Ω(v, (h∗)1¯) = {0}.
Further, Ω([v,Y ]L,A) = Ω(D(Y ),A) = kB(D(Y ),A) = −kϕ(Y,A)(v) = −kv∗(v) =
kT (v, v∗). Thus, Ω(v, v∗)= kT (v, v∗). We conclude that Ω = kT . Then dq(L)= 1. ✷
Claim 2. L is a T -irreducible, non-reductive, and non-perfect quadratic Lie superalgebra
and z(L)=Kv∗.
Proof of Claim 2. Since dq(L) = 1, it follows that L is T -irreducible. It is clear that
Kv∗ ⊆ z(L). Consequently, L is not semisimple. It is clear that L is not abelian. Thus, by
Lemma 1.1(v), L is not reductive. By Theorem 2.1(iii), the fact that dq(L)= 1 implies that
i(L) 1 and p(L) = 0. Consequently, z(L)= (z(L))1¯ and dim(z(L))1¯  1. We conclude
that z(L)=Kv∗. It follows that [L,L] = z(L)⊥T = L, then L is not perfect. ✷
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Now, we are going to give a negative answer to Question (ii) of this section. Let V
be a K-vector space of finite dimension n and
∧
V a Grassmann (or exterior) algebra
of V . We know that
∧
V =⊕i∈Z∧iV is a Z-graded algebra such that dim∧nV =
1 and
∧i
V = {0} if i  n + 1 or i  −1. If we set (∧V )0¯ = ⊕i∈Z∧2iV and
(
∧
V )1¯ =
⊕
i∈Z
∧2i+1
V , then
∧
V = (∧V )0¯ ⊕ (∧V )1¯ is a Z/2Z-graded associative
algebra such that XαXβ = (−1)αβXβXα , ∀(Xα,Xβ) ∈ (∧V )α × (∧V )β (i.e., ∧V is
supercommutative).
Definition 3.2. The bilinear form ϕ on
∧
V is invariant if
ϕ(XY,Z)= ϕ(X,YZ), ∀X,Y,Z ∈
∧
V.
Proposition 3.4. Let ϕ be a bilinear form on∧V . Then
(i) ϕ is invariant if and only if there exists a linear form ϕ˜ on∧V such that
ϕ(X,Y )= ϕ˜(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈
∧
V.
(ii) ϕ is even if and only if ϕ˜ is even.
(iii) ϕ is non-degenerate if and only if for all X ∈∧V \{0}, there exists Y ∈∧V such
that ϕ˜(XY ) = 0.
Proof. (i) Let ϕ be an invariant bilinear form on∧V . Then ϕ(X,Y )= ϕ(1,XY ), ∀X,Y ∈∧
V . If we consider the linear form ϕ˜ on
∧
V defined by ϕ˜(X) = ϕ(1,X), ∀X ∈∧V ,
then ϕ(X,Y ) = ϕ˜(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈∧V . Conversely, if ϕ is a bilinear form on ∧V such
that ϕ(X,Y ) = ϕ˜(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈∧V , where ϕ˜ is the linear form on ∧V , then the fact
that
∧
V is an associative algebra implies that ϕ is invariant.
The assertions (ii) and (iii) are clear. ✷
Corollary 3.2.
(i) All invariant bilinear forms on∧V are supersymmetric.
(ii) There exists an even, invariant and non-degenerate bilinear form on∧V if and only
if the dimension n of V is even.
Proof. Let ϕ be an invariant bilinear form on
∧
V ; then, by Proposition 3.4, there exists
a linear form ϕ˜ on
∧
V such that ϕ(X,Y )= ϕ˜(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈∧V .
(i) Let X ∈ (∧V )α and Y ∈ (∧V )β ; then
ϕ(X,Y )= ϕ˜(XY )= (−1)αβϕ˜(YX)= (−1)αβϕ(Y,X).
We conclude that ϕ is supersymmetric.
(ii) In addition, suppose that ϕ is even and non-degenerate. Set dimV = n, and let {e}
be a basis of
∧n
V . The fact that ϕ(X, e)= ϕ˜(Xe) = 0, ∀X ∈⊕m=nm=1∧m V implies that
ϕ(1, e) = ϕ˜(e) = 0 because ϕ is non-degenerate. Consequently, e ∈ (∧V )0¯ because, by
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Proposition 3.4(ii), ϕ is even implies that ϕ˜ is even. We conclude that n is even. Conversely,
assume that the dimension n of V is even. Let {e} be a basis of ∧n V . Consider the linear
form on
∧
V defined by f (e) = 1 and f (∧i V ) = {0}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. Therefore,
f is even and for all X ∈∧V \{0} there exists Y ∈∧V such that f (XY) = 0. Then, by
Proposition 3.4, the bilinear form on
∧
V , defined by ϕ(X,Y )= f (XY), ∀X,Y ∈∧V , is
even, invariant, and non-degenerate. ✷
Proposition 3.5. Let g be a Lie superalgebra.
(i) The Z/2Z-graded vector spaceH= g⊗∧V with the bilinear map [ , ] :H×H→H
defined by
[xa ⊗Xα,xb ⊗Xβ ] = (−1)αb[xa, xb]g ⊗XαXβ,
∀(xa, xb) ∈ ga × gb , ∀(Xα,Xβ) ∈ (∧V )α × (∧V )β , where [ , ]g is the product of g,
is a Lie superalgebra.
(ii) If g is perfect, then H is perfect.
(iii) Suppose that g is quadratic and B an invariant scalar product on g. If ϕ is an even
invariant bilinear form on∧V , then the bilinear form B ⊗ ϕ on H, defined by
B ⊗ ϕ(xa ⊗Xα,xb ⊗Xβ)= (−1)αbB(xa, xb)ϕ(Xα,Xβ),
∀(xa, xb) ∈ ga × gb , ∀(Xα,Xβ) ∈ (∧V )α × (∧V )β , is even, supersymmetric, and
invariant. If in addition ϕ is non-degenerate, thenB⊗ ϕ is an invariant scalar product
on H.
Proof. (i) Recall that H0¯ = (g0¯ ⊗ (
∧
V )0¯)⊕ (g1¯ ⊗ (
∧
V )1¯) and H1¯ = (g0¯ ⊗ (
∧
V )1¯)⊕
(g1¯ ⊗ (
∧
V )0¯). Then, if xa ∈ ga and Xα ∈ (
∧
V )α , where a,α ∈ Z/2Z, then xa ⊗ Xα
is a homogeneous element of H of degree a + α. It is easy to see that the bilinear map
[ , ] is even. The fact that ∧V is a supercommutative superalgebra and [ , ]g is super-
skew-symmetric implies that the bilinear map [ , ] is super-skew-symmetric. Moreover,
[ , ] satisfies the super-Jacobi identity because ∧V is a supercommutative associative
superalgebra and [ , ]g satisfies the super-Jacobi identity. Therefore (H, [ , ]) is a Lie
superalgebra.
(ii) Let x ∈ g and X ∈∧V . Since g is perfect, it follows that x =∑i=pi=1 [xi, yi]g where
xi, yi ∈ g, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , p}. It follows that x⊗X =∑i=pi=1 [xi⊗1, yi⊗X]. ThusH is perfect.
The assertion (iii) is clear. ✷
Proposition 3.6. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
on g. If the dimension n of V is even, then H= g⊗∧V is a quadratic Lie superalgebra
such that dq(H) dim((
∧
V )∗)0¯.
Proof. Remark that, by Corollary 3.2 and by Proposition 3.5, H = g ⊗ ∧V is a
quadratic Lie superalgebra. Let {f1, . . . , fm} be a basis of ((∧V )∗)0¯. By Proposition 3.4,
if i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, then the bilinear form ϕi on ∧V , defined by ϕi(X,Y ) = fi(XY ),
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∀X,Y ∈∧V,, is even, invariant, and supersymmetric. Since {f1, . . . , fm} is a basis of
((
∧
V )∗)0¯, it follows that {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm} is a set of linearly independent bilinear forms
on
∧
V . By Proposition 3.5, {B ⊗ ϕ1, . . . ,B ⊗ ϕm} is a set of invariant, supersymmetric
and even bilinear forms on H = g⊗∧V . The fact that {ϕ1, . . . , ϕm} is a set of linearly
independent bilinear forms on
∧
V implies that {B ⊗ ϕ1, . . . ,B ⊗ ϕm} is a set of linearly
independent elements of F(H). Consequently, dq(H)  m; we conclude that dq(H) 
dim((
∧
V )∗)0¯. ✷
Let h be a non-quadratic simple Lie superalgebra; for example, h = W(m) or h =
d(m)/KI2m = Q(m) where m is a positive integer such that m  3 (see [11] or [15]).
Let us consider g = h⊕ h∗ the double extension of {0} by h by means of the coadjoint
representation.
Proposition 3.7.H= g⊗∧V is an irreducible perfect Lie superalgebra and h∗⊗ (∧n V )
is the unique minimal graded ideal of H.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5, H = g ⊗∧V is a perfect Lie superalgebra. It is clear that
h∗ ⊗∧nV is a graded ideal of H. Now, let us show that h∗ ⊗ (∧n V ) is the unique
minimal graded ideal of H. Let J be a graded ideal of H such that J = {0}. Then there
exists X =∑i=ni=r xi ⊗ Xi ∈ J, where xi ∈ g and Xi ∈∧i V , ∀i ∈ {r, . . . , n}, such that
xr⊗Xr = 0. The fact that Xr = 0 implies that there exists Z ∈∧n−r V such thatXrZ = 0.
Since g= h⊕ h∗, then xr = v +w where v ∈ h and w ∈ h∗. If v = 0, then there exists y ,
a homogeneous element of h∗ of degree α, such that [v, y] = 0. Consequently, [xr, y] = 0.
It is clear that [X,y ⊗ Z] = (−1)rα[(xr)0¯, y] ⊗ XrZ + (−1)rα[(xr)1¯, y] ⊗ XrZ where
((xr)0¯, (xr)1¯) ∈ g0¯ × g1¯ is such that xr = (xr)0¯ + (xr)1¯. Since J is graded ideal of H,
then [(xr)0¯, y] ⊗ XrZ ∈ (((h∗)α ⊗
∧n
V ) ∩ J)\{0} or [(xr)1¯, y] ⊗ XrZ ∈ (((h∗)(α+1) ⊗∧n
V ) ∩ J)\{0}. Now, if v = 0 then xr = w; so there exists t , a homogeneous element
of h of degree α, such that [x, t] = 0 because z(g) = {0}. Using the same arguments,
we conclude that [(xr)0¯, t] ⊗ XrZ ∈ (((h∗)α ⊗
∧n V ) ∩ J)\{0} or [(xr)1¯, t] ⊗ XrZ ∈
(((h∗)(α+1¯) ⊗
∧n
V ) ∩ J)\{0}. Therefore, if we consider {e} a basis of ∧n V , then
L = {x ∈ h∗ | x ⊗ e ∈ J} = {0}. Moreover, if x = x0¯ + x1¯ ∈ L where x0¯ ∈ (h∗)0¯ and
x1¯ ∈ (h∗)1¯, then x0¯ and x1¯ are elements of L because J is a graded ideal of H; so L is
a graded vector subspace of h∗. Let x ∈ Lα and z ∈ gβ ; then [z, x]⊗ e= [z⊗1, x⊗ e] ∈ J;
so [z, x] ∈ L. Which proves that L is a graded ideal of g such that L = {0} and L ⊆ h∗.
Thus L= h∗ because h∗ is a minimal graded ideal of g. Consequently, h∗ ⊗∧n V ⊆ J. We
conclude that h∗ ⊗∧nV is the unique minimal graded ideal of H; so H is an irreducible
Lie superalgebra. ✷
Corollary 3.3. If the dimension n of V is even, then H = g ⊗ ∧V is an irreducible
quadratic Lie superalgebra such that mq(H) = 0, i(H) = 0, m(H) = 1, and dq(H) 
dim((
∧
V )∗)0¯.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7, h∗⊗∧n V is the unique minimal graded ideal ofH= g⊗∧V ;
so m(H)= 1. Since n is even, it follows, by Proposition 3.6, that H is a perfect quadratic
Lie superalgebra. Consequently, z(H)= {0} and [H,h∗ ⊗∧n V ] = h∗ ⊗∧n V . Thus, by
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Lemma 1.1, (h∗ ⊗∧n V )⊥ is the centralizer CH(h∗ ⊗∧n V ) of h∗ ⊗∧n V in H. It is
easy to check that CH(h∗ ⊗
∧n
V ) = (h∗ ⊗ K) ⊕ (∑i=ni=1 g ⊗∧i V ). The quotient Lie
superalgebra H/(h∗ ⊗∧n V )⊥ = g⊗∧V /(h∗ ⊗K)⊕ (∑i=ni=1 g⊗∧i V ) is isomorphic
to h. Since h is not quadratic then mq(H) = 0. The fact that z(H) = {0} implies that
i(H)= 0. Finally, by Proposition 3.6, dq(H) dim((∧V )∗)0¯. ✷
Example 3.1. We consider h=Q(3)= d(3)/KI6 and V =K2. ThenH= (h⊕h∗)⊗∧V
is an irreducible perfect quadratic Lie superalgebra such that dimH = 128, mq(H) = 0,
i(H)= 0, m(H)= 1, and dq(H) 2.
We conclude that there exists irreducible quadratic Lie superalgebras g such that
mq(g) = 0, i(g)  1, and dq(g) = 1. Which gives a negative answer to Question (ii) of
this section.
4. Characterization of the socle of a quadratic Lie superalgebra
This section will be devoted to a characterization of minimal graded ideals of the
quadratic Lie superalgebras.
Proposition 4.1. Let g= g0¯ ⊕ g1¯ be a quadratic Lie superalgebra, B an invariant scalar
product of g, and I a non-zero minimal graded ideal of g. If g is a B-irreducible non-simple
Lie superalgebra such that g0¯ = {0} and dimg> 1, then I is an Abelian graded ideal of g
and I⊆ z(R(g))∩ [g,g].
Proof. From Lemma 1.1, I cannot be simple because g is a B-irreducible non-simple
Lie superalgebra. Thus, by Proposition 2.2(i), I is Abelian; so I ⊆ R(g). By of
Proposition 2.2(iv), g/I⊥B is a simple or a one-dimensional Lie superalgebra. If g/I⊥B
is a simple Lie superalgebra, then R(g) ⊆ I⊥B . Consequently, [R(g),I] = {0}; so I ⊆
z(R(g)). If g/I⊥B is a one-dimensional Lie superalgebra, it follows, by Proposition 2.6,
that I ⊆ z(g); so I ⊆ z(R(g)). Let us show that I ⊆ [g,g]. It is clear that [g,I] is a
graded ideal of g; so [g,I] = {0} or [g,I] = I. If [g,I] = I, then I ⊆ [g,g]. Now, if
[g,I] = {0} then I⊆ z(g). Since g is a B-irreducible Lie superalgebra such that g0¯ = {0}
and dimg> 1, it follows that z(g) is totally isotropic. Consequently, z(g)⊆ [g,g] because
(z(g))⊥B = [g,g]; so I ⊆ [g,g]. We conclude that I is an Abelian graded ideal of g and
I⊆ z(R(g))∩ [g,g]. ✷
Proposition 4.2. Let N (g) be the set of the non-simple minimal graded ideals of g and
A=∑I∈N (g) I. Then
(i) A⊆ z(R(g));
(ii) soc(g)⊆S⊕ z(R(g))⊆ Cg(R(g)), where S is the greatest semisimple graded ideal
of g and Cg(R(g)) is the centralizer of R(g) in g.
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Proof. (i) From Theorem 1.1, there exists {gk | 1  k  lq(g)}, a set of B-irreducible
graded ideals of g, such that B(gk,gk′) = {0}, ∀k, k′ ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} with k′ = k, and
g =⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk . Let I be a non-simple minimal graded ideal of g. If I is non-central,
then [g,I] is a non-zero graded ideal of g contained in I; so [g,I] = I. Consequently,
I =⊕lq (g)k=1 I ∩ gk . Thus, there exists a unique k0 ∈ {1, . . . , d(g)} such that I = I ∩ gk0 .
Therefore I ⊆ gk0 ; so I is a minimal non-central graded ideal of gk0 . It follows, by
Proposition 4.1, that I ⊆ z(R(gk0)). Consequently I ⊆ z(R(g)). Now, we suppose that
I is central, then I⊆ z(g)⊆ z(R(g)).
(ii) Let S be the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g. By Lemma 1.1, S is a B-
non-degenerate graded ideal of g. Consequently, by Proposition 1.7,S=⊕k=nk=1 Sk where
Sk is a graded simple ideal of S, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since S is a direct factor of g, then
{Sk | 1 k  n} is the set of all graded simple ideals of g. It follows that soc(g)=S+A,
thus soc(g)=S⊕A because A⊆R(g). We conclude that soc(g)⊆S⊕ z(R(g)). Since
[S,R(g)] = {0}, it follows that S ⊆ Cg(R(g)). Consequently, soc(g) ⊆ S ⊕ z(R(g)) ⊆
Cg(R(g)). ✷
In the following, we are going to give a necessary and sufficient condition in order that
soc(g)= Cg(R(g)) where g is a quadratic Lie superalgebra.
Let g be a Lie superalgebra. It is well known that g/R(g) is semisimple Lie superalgebra
because R(g/R(g)) = {0}. We denote by s the canonical projection of g on g/R(g).
Let x, y be two elements of g such that s(x) = s(y); so x − y ∈ R(g). Consequently,
[x, z] = [y, z], ∀z ∈ Cg(R(g)). It follows that the map π :g/R(g)→ gl(Cg(R(g))), defined
by
π
(
s(x)
)
(z)= [x, z], ∀(x, z) ∈ g× Cg
(
R(g)
)
,
is well defined. It is clear that π is a representation of g/R(g) on Cg(R(g)); it follows that
Cg(R(g)) is a g/R(g)-module.
Lemma 4.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and I a graded vector subspace of g.
Then the following assertions are equivalents:
(i) I is a minimal graded ideal of g;
(ii) I is a non-zero simple graded sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)).
Proof. Let us assume that I be a minimal graded ideal of g; then I = {0} and, by
Proposition 4.2, I ⊆ Cg(R(g)). Thus, I is a non-zero graded sub-g/R(g)-module of
Cg(R(g)). Let h be a graded sub-g/R(g)-module of I; then [x, z] = π(s(x))(z) ∈ h,
∀(x, z) ∈ g × h; so h is a graded ideal of g. It follows that h = {0} or h = I because I
is a minimal graded ideal of g. We conclude that I is a simple sub-g/R(g)-module of
Cg(R(g)). Conversely, if I is a non-zero simple sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)). Then I
is a graded ideal of g. If h is a graded ideal of g such that h ⊆ I, then h is a graded sub-
g/R(g)-module of I. Since I is a simple graded sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)), then
h= {0} or h= I. We conclude that I is a minimal graded ideal of g. ✷
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Theorem 4.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
of g.
(i) soc(g)= Cg(R(g)) if and only if the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple.
(ii) If the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple, then soc(g) = Cg(R(g)) =
(R(g))⊥B + z(g). If, in addition, the Lie superalgebra g/R(g) is perfect, then soc(g)=
(R(g))⊥B ⊕ z(g).
Proof. (i) By Proposition 2.4, soc(g) =⊕k=m(g)k=1 Jk where each Jk is a minimal graded
ideal of g. If soc(g) = Cg(R(g)), then Cg(R(g)) =⊕k=m(g)k=1 Jk and, by Lemma 4.1, Jk
is a simple graded sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . ,m(g)}. Therefore, the
g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple. Conversely, if the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g))
is semisimple, then Cg(R(g)) =⊕k=nk=1 Jk where each Jk is a non-zero simple graded
sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)). By Lemma 4.1, Jk is a minimal graded ideal of g,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Consequently, Cg(R(g))⊆ soc(g). We conclude, by Proposition 4.2, that
soc(g)= Cg(R(g)).
(ii) By Lemma 1.1, [(R(g))⊥B ,R(g)] = {0}; it follows that (R(g))⊥B ⊆ Cg(R(g)).
Since (R(g))⊥B is a graded ideal of g, then (R(g))⊥B is a graded sub-g/R(g)-module
of Cg(R(g)). Consequently, there exists T , a graded sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)),
such that Cg(R(g))= (R(g))⊥B ⊕T because the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple.
Since T is a graded sub-g/R(g)-module of Cg(R(g)), it follows that T is a graded
ideal of g. Let X be an element of g; then B([X,T ],R(g)) = B(X, [T ,R(g)]) = {0}
because T ⊆ Cg(R(g)). It follows that [X,T ] ⊆ (R(g))⊥B ∩ T = {0}. Thus, T ⊆ z(g);
so Cg(R(g))= (R(g))⊥B + z(g). Since the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple, then,
by the assertion (i), soc(g)= Cg(R(g))= (R(g))⊥B + z(g). Now, suppose in addition that
the Lie superalgebra g/R(g) is perfect and show that (R(g))⊥B ∩ z(g) = {0}. Let L be
a graded vector subspace of g such that g = R(g) ⊕ L. Let l, l′ be two elements of L;
then [l, l′] = α(l, l′)+ β(l, l′) where α(l, l′) ∈R(g) and β(l, l′) ∈ L. It is easy to see that
β is a structure of Lie superalgebra on L which we denote by [ , ]L. Moreover, this Lie
superalgebra is isomorphic to g/R(g); so L endowed with [ , ]L is a perfect semisimple
Lie superalgebra. Let Y ∈ (R(g))⊥B ∩ z(g) and v ∈ L. Then B(Y,R(g)) = {0} and v =∑i=n
i=1[li , l′i]L where li , l′i ∈ L because (L, [ , ]L) is a perfect semisimple Lie superalgebra.
It follows that v =∑i=ni=1([li , l′i ] − α(li , l′i )), consequently B(Y, v) =∑i=ni=1 B(Y, [li , l′i])
because α(li , l′i ) ∈ R(g), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Since Y ∈ z(g) and B is invariant, it follows
that B(Y, v) = ∑i=ni=1 B([Y, li ], l′i ) = {0}. Therefore, B(Y,L) = B(Y,R(g)) = {0}; so
B(Y,g) = {0}; it follows that Y = 0. We conclude that (R(g))⊥B ∩ z(g) = {0} and
soc(g)= Cg(R(g))= (R(g))⊥B ⊕ z(g). ✷
Remark 4.1. At the end of this section, we will give a quadratic Lie superalgebra E such
that (R(E))⊥B ⊕ z(g) contains strictly soc(g); it follows that Cg(R(g)) contains strictly
soc(g).
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Corollary 4.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra.
(i) If g is solvable , then soc(g)= z(g).
(ii) If the g/R(g)-module Cg(R(g)) is semisimple and the Lie superalgebra g/R(g) is
perfect, then g is solvable if and only if soc(g)= z(g).
Proof. (i) If g is a solvable, then {0} is the greatest semisimple graded ideal of g.
Consequently, by Proposition 4.2(ii), soc(g)⊆ z(g). Now, if X is a homogeneous element
of z(g) then I = KX is a minimal graded ideal of g; so I ⊆ soc(g). Thus z(g) ⊆ soc(g);
we conclude that soc(g)= z(g).
(ii) If soc(g)= z(g), then, by Theorem 4.1(ii), (R(g))⊥ = {0}. Therefore, g=R(g); so
g is solvable. ✷
Since all representations of finite dimension of semisimple Lie algebras are completely
reducible and all semisimple Lie algebras are perfect, then we obtain the following
corollary.
Corollary 4.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra and B an invariant scalar product on g.
Then
(i) soc(g)= Cg(R(g))= (R(g))⊥B ⊕ z(g);
(ii) g is solvable if and only if soc(g)= z(g).
In the following, we are going to construct a complex quadratic Lie superalgebra of
dimension 16 in order to show that the situations in super case change drastically. Consider
the complex Lie superalgebra g = sl(2,2)/CI4 (see [11]). We know that g0¯ = s1 ⊕ s2
where s1 and s2 are two simple ideals of g0¯ such that si  sl(2) (i = 1,2) and g1¯ =
g−1⊕g1 where g−1 (respectively g1) is a sub-si-module of g1¯ (respectively g1¯) isomorphic
to D( 12 ) ⊕ D( 12 ) (respectively D( 12 ) ⊕ D( 12 )) where D( 12 ) is the two-dimensional
irreducible representation of sl(2). Recall that the bilinear form B :g × g→ K, defined
by B(X,Y )= str(XY ), ∀X,Y ∈ g, is an invariant scalar product of g; consequently g is a
quadratic Lie superalgebra. It is known that [g1,g1] = [g−1,g−1] = {0} and B(g1,g1) =
B(g−1,g−1)= {0}. We denote by L = Ce the one-dimensional Lie algebra. Let ψ :L→
Dera(g) ⊆ Der(g) be the morphism of Lie superalgebras defined by (ψ(e))|g0¯ = 0,
(ψ(e))|g−1 =− Id |g−1 , and (ψ(e))|g1 = Id |g1 . It is easy to see that the double extension
E= L⊕ L∗ ⊕ g of L by g by means of ψ verifies that: E0¯ = g0¯ ⊕ L⊕ L∗ is a reductive
Lie algebra, E1¯ = g1¯ is a semisimple E0¯-module, z(E0¯) = L ⊕ L∗, and L∗ ⊆ z(E).
Consequently, E is not a semisimple Lie superalgebra. Denote by T the invariant scalar
product of E defined in Theorem 3.2.
Claim 1. z(E)= L∗.
Proof of Claim 1. Since B|g1¯×g1¯ is non-degenerate and B(g1,g1)= B(g−1,g−1)= {0},
then there exists x ∈ g1 and y ∈ g−1 such that B(x, y) = 0. By Theorem 3.2, [x, y]E =
[x, y]g+ϕ(x, y), where ϕ(x, y) is the element of L∗ defined by ϕ(x, y)(e)= B(x, y) = 0.
Recall that the fact that (ψ(e))|g0¯ = 0 implies that [a, b]g = [a, b]E, ∀a, b ∈ g0¯; it
follows that [g0¯,g0¯]g = [g0¯,g0¯]E ⊆ [E,E]E. The fact that g0¯ is a semisimple Lie algebra
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implies that g0¯ = [g0¯,g0¯]g = [g0¯,g0¯]E ⊆ [E,E]E. Consequently, ϕ(x, y) = [x, y]E −[x, y]g ∈ [E,E]E; so L∗ ⊆ [E,E]E. Moreover, g1¯ = [g0¯,g1¯]g = [g0¯,g1¯]E; so g1¯ ⊆
[E,E]E. Therefore, g⊕L∗ ⊆ [E,E]E. Since z(E)⊥T = [E,E]E, then dim z(E)= dimE−
dim[E,E]E  1. We conclude that z(E)= L∗. ✷
Claim 2. If T is an invariant scalar product of E, then (E, T ) is a non-simple T -
irreducible quadratic Lie superalgebra.
Proof of Claim 2. Let I be a T -non-degenerate graded ideal of E; then E = I ⊕ I⊥T .
Now, we are going to show that g0¯ ⊆ I0¯ or g0¯ ⊆ (I⊥T )0¯. Suppose that it is not the case,
so sk ⊆ I0¯ and sl ⊆ (I⊥T )0¯ where {k, l} = {1,2}, which contradicts the fact that the si -
module g1¯ (i = 1,2) is isomorphic to D( 12 ) ⊕D( 12 ) ⊕D( 12 ) ⊕D( 12 ). We conclude that
g0¯ ⊆ I0¯ or g0¯ ⊆ (I⊥T )0¯. Thus, if g0¯ ⊆ I0¯, then [g0¯,g1¯]E = g1¯ ⊆ I1¯; so I1¯ = g1¯. It
follows that I⊥T = (I⊥T )0¯. The fact that g0¯ is the Levi’s component of E0¯ implies that
I⊥T is a solvable Lie algebra. Since I⊥T is non-degenerate and dimI⊥T  2, then I⊥T is
Abelian. By Lemma 1.1, we have [I,I⊥T ]E = {0}. Consequently, I⊥T ⊆ z(E). It follows
that I⊥T = {0} or I⊥T = z(E) because dim z(E) = 1. Since z(E) is a degenerate graded
ideal of E and I⊥T is a non-degenerate graded ideal of E, it follows that I⊥T = {0}; so
I= E.
If g0¯ ⊆ (I⊥T )0¯, using the same arguments, we obtain I⊥T = E and I = {0}. We
conclude that g is T -irreducible. ✷
Since z(E)= L∗ then E is not a semisimple Lie superalgebra. By Claim 2, we conclude
that E is non-simple T -irreducible Lie quadratic Lie superalgebra. The fact that g0¯ is a
Levi’s component of E0¯ (more precisely, E0¯ = g0¯ ⊕L⊕L∗ is a reductive Lie algebra such
that g0¯ is its greatest semisimple ideal and L⊕ L∗ is its center), then E0¯ is not a solvable
Lie algebra, consequently E is not a solvable Lie superalgebra.
Claim 3. R(E)= z(E).
Proof of Claim 3. Since L ⊕ L∗ is the radical of E0¯, then L∗ ⊆ (R(E))0¯ ⊆ L ⊕ L∗.
If we suppose that (R(E))0¯ = L ⊕ L∗, then g1¯ = [L,g1¯]E ⊆ R(E). It is clear that[[g1¯,g1¯]E, [g1¯,g1¯]E]E = [g0¯,g0¯]E = [g0¯,g0¯]g = g0¯. It follows that g0¯ ⊂ R(E); which
contradicts the fact that g0¯ = [g0¯,g0¯]E and g0¯ = {0}. We conclude that (R(E))0¯ = L∗.
Then, by Claim 1, (R(E))0¯ = z(E). Now, we are going to show that (R(E))1¯ = {0}.
Since [g1¯, (R(E))1¯]E ⊆ (R(E))0¯ = L∗, then [g1¯, (R(E))1¯]g = {0}. Consequently, B([g0¯,
(R(E))1¯]g,g1¯) = B(g0¯, [(R(E))1¯,g1¯)]g) = {0}; so [g0¯, (R(E))1¯]g = {0}. Therefore,
(R(E))1¯ ⊆ z(g)= {0} because g is simple. We conclude that R(E)= L∗ = z(E). ✷
Remark 4.2. (1) Since R(E) = z(E), Then CE(R(E)) = E. Consequently, CE(R(E))
contains strictly the socle ofE because soc(E)= z(E). Then, by Theorem 4.1, theE/R(E)-
module CE(R(E)) is not semisimple. This proves that in the case of quadratic Lie
superalgebras, new phenomena my arise on their socles.
(2) (R(E))⊥T = g ⊕ L∗, then z(E) ⊆ (R(E))⊥T . Then, in contrast with the case of
quadratic Lie algebras (see Corollary 4.2(i), this proves that in general, in the case of the
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quadratic Lie superalgebras h, the sum (R(h))⊥T + z(h) is not direct and Ch(R(h)) is not
equal to (R(h))⊥T + z(h).
(3) This example proves that the property “the center is equal to the socle” does not
characterize the solvable quadratic Lie superalgebras whereas, by Corollary 4.2(ii), it
characterizes solvable quadratic Lie algebras.
5. Upper bound of the quadratic dimension of a quadratic Lie superalgebra and
converses of Koszul’s theorems
Recall some notions of cohomology of Lie superalgebras needed in this section, for
details see [16]. Let g be a Lie superalgebra and (Z2(g,K))0¯ (respectively (B2(g,K))0¯)
be the vector space of the even scalar 2-cocycles (respectively 2-coboundaries) of g.
(Z2(g,K))0¯ is the vector space of even super-skew-symmetric bilinear forms f :g×g→K
such that
0 =−f ([X,Y ],Z)+ (−1)yzf ([X,Z], Y )− (−1)x(y+z)f ([Y,Z],X),
∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz.
(B2(g,K))0¯ is the vector space of even super-skew-symmetric bilinear forms f :g ×
g→ K such that there exits an even linear form ϕ :g→ K which satisfies f (X,Y ) =
−ϕ([X,Y ]), ∀(X,Y ) ∈ gx × gy . We denote by (Z3(g,K))0¯ the vector space of the even
scalar 3-cocycles of g. Recall that (Z3(g,K))0¯ is the vector space of 3-linear forms
f :g × g × g → K such that f is even (i.e., f (gx,gy,gz) = {0} if x + y + z = 0¯),
super-skew-symmetric (i.e., f (X,Y,Z) = −(−1)xyf (Y,X,Z) = −(−1)yzf (X,Z,Y ),
∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz), and
0 = f ([X,Y ],Z,V )− (−1)yzf ([X,Z], Y,V )+ (−1)x(y+z)f ([Y,Z],X,V )
+ (−1)(y+z)vf ([X,V ], Y,Z)− (−1)x(y+v)+vzf ([Y,V ],X,Z)
+ (−1)(x+y)(z+v)f ([Z,V ],X,Y ),
∀(X,Y,Z,V ) ∈ gx × gy × gz × gv . Now, let (B3(g,K))0¯ be the vector space of the even
scalar 3-coboundaries of g. Recall that (B3(g,K))0¯ is the vector space of even super-skew-
symmetric 3-linear forms f :g × g × g→ K such that there exits an even super-skew-
symmetric bilinear form ϕ :g× g→K which satisfies
f (X,Y,Z)=−ϕ([X,Y ],Z)+ (−1)yzϕ([X,Z], Y )− (−1)x(y+z)ϕ([Y,Z],X),
∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz. Recall that (B2(g,K))0¯ ⊂ (Z2(g,K))0¯ and (B3(g,K))0¯ ⊂
(Z3(g,K))0¯. The vector space (H 2(g,K))0¯ = (Z2(g,K))0¯/(B2(g,K))0¯ (respectively
(H 3(g,K))0¯ = (Z3(g,K))0¯/(B3(g,K))0¯) is called the second even scalar cohomology
group of g (respectively the third even scalar cohomology group of g). Finally, recall
that H 1(g,g) = Der(g)/adg(g) and (H 1(g,g))0¯ ∼= (Der(g))0¯/adg(g0¯), where adg(g) =
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{adgX | X ∈ g} the set of inner derivations of g which is the graded ideal of Der(g) and
adg(g0¯)= {adgX |X ∈ g0¯} = (adg(g))0¯.
The following lemma is a generalization to super case of a well-known result of J.-L.
Koszul, see [12, p. 94].
Lemma 5.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and T an even supersymmetric
invariant bilinear form on g (i.e., T ∈ F(g)). Then the map T˜ :g× g × g→ K, defined
by T˜ (X,Y,Z)= T ([X,Y ],Z), ∀X,Y,Z ∈ g, is an element of (Z3(g,K))0¯.
Proof. Because T is even, supersymmetric, and invariant, then T˜ is even and super-skew-
symmetric. Since T is supersymmetric and invariant, it follows that
T˜
([X,Y ],Z,V )− (−1)yzT˜ ([X,Z], Y,V )+ (−1)x(y+z)T˜ ([Y,Z],X,V )
+ (−1)(y+z)vT˜ ([X,V ], Y,Z)− (−1)x(y+v)+vzT˜ ([Y,V ],X,Z)
+ (−1)(x+y)(z+v)T˜ ([Z,V ],X,Y )
=−2(−1)xzT ((−1)xz[X, [Y,Z]]+ (−1)xy[Y, [Z,X]]+ (−1)zy[Z, [X,Y ]],V )
=−2(−1)xzT (0,V )= 0,
∀(X,Y,Z,V ) ∈ gx × gy × gz × gv . We conclude that T˜ is an element of (Z3(g,K))0¯. ✷
Lemma 5.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product
on g. If D ∈ (Der(g))0¯, then the map λ(D) :g × g → K, defined by λ(D)(X,Y ) =
B(D(X),Y )+B(X,D(Y )), ∀X,Y ∈ g, is an element of F(g).
Proof. Since B is a supersymmetric bilinear form and D is an even linear form, it follows
that λ(D) is a supersymmetric bilinear form. The fact that B and D are even implies that
λ(D) is even. Finally, λ(D) is invariant because B is invariant and D is a derivation. ✷
Lemma 5.3. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B is an invariant scalar product
on g. Then the following is an exact sequence of vector spaces:
{0} 0−→(Dera((g,B)))0¯ i−→
(
Der(g)
)
0¯
λ−→F(g) µ−→(H 3(g,K))0¯,
where i(D) = D, ∀D ∈ (Dera((g,B)))0¯; λ(D)(X,Y ) = B(D(X),Y ) + B(X,D(Y )),∀X,Y ∈ g, ∀D ∈ (Der(g))0¯; µ(T ) is defined by the class of T˜ , ∀T ∈F(g).
Proof. It is clear that i((Dera((g,B)))0¯) = (Dera((g,B)))0¯ = Ker(λ). Now we are go-
ing to show that λ((Der(g))0¯) = Ker(µ). Let D ∈ (Der(g))0¯; denote by tD the su-
pertranspose of D with respect to B . Consider ϕ :g × g→ K defined by ϕ(X,Y ) =
B(( tD − D)(X),Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ g. Since D is an even derivation of g and B is an even
supersymmetric bilinear form on g, then ϕ is an even super-skew-symmetric bilinear
form on g. Because D is an even derivation of g and B is supersymmetric and in-
variant, if we set λ(D) = T , then T˜ (X,Y,Z) = −ϕ([X,Y ],Z)+ (−1)yzϕ([X,Z], Y )−
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(−1)x(y+z)ϕ([Y,Z],X), ∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz. Consequently, T˜ ∈ (B3(g,K))0¯; so
µ(T )= 0. It follows that T ∈ Ker(µ). Thus, λ((Der(g))0¯)⊂Ker(µ). Now, let T ∈ Ker(µ),
then T˜ ∈ (B3(g,K))0¯. Consequently, there exists ϕ, an even super-skew-symmetric
bilinear form on g, such that T˜ (X,Y,Z) = −ϕ([X,Y ],Z) + (−1)yzϕ([X,Z], Y ) −
(−1)x(y+z)ϕ([Y,Z],X), ∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz. The fact that B is non-degenerate
implies that there exist f,h, two endomorphisms of g, such that T (X,Y ) = B(f (X),Y )
and ϕ(X,Y ) = B(h(X),Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ g. Because T is even and invariant, then f is
even and f ([X,Y ]) = [f (X),Y ] = [X,f (Y )], ∀X,Y ∈ g. Moreover, f = tf where
tf is the supertranspose of f with respect to B because B and T are supersym-
metric. The fact that ϕ is even implies that h is even and the fact that ϕ is super-
skew-symmetric implies that h = −th where th is the supertranspose of h with re-
spect to B . Let (X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz; since T ([X,Y ],Z) = −ϕ([X,Y ],Z) +
(−1)yzϕ([X,Z], Y )− (−1)x(y+z)ϕ([Y,Z],X), then B(f ([X,Y ]),Z)= B(−h([X,Y ])+
[X,h(Y )] + [h(X),Y ],Z). Because B is non-degenerate, then f ([X,Y ])=−h([X,Y ])+
[X,h(Y )] + [h(X),Y ]. Consequently, f ([X,Y ])=−h([X,Y ])+ [X,h(Y )] + [h(X),Y ],
∀X,Y ∈ g, because f and h are linear maps. Consequently, 12 (f − h) is an even derivation
of g. It is clear that f = ( 12 (f − h))+ t( 12 (f − h)). Thus T = λ( 12 (f − h)). We conclude
that Ker(µ)⊂ λ((Der(g))0¯); so Ker(µ)= λ((Der(g))0¯). ✷
Remark 5.1. The two preceding lemmas are generalizations of a part of a long exact
cohomological sequence for quadratic Lie algebras contained in an unpublished thesis by
M. Bordemann, see [8, p. 144, Eq. (4.3.16) and pp. 146–147].
The following lemma is a generalization to super case of Proposition 4.1 of [13].
Lemma 5.4. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra and B an invariant scalar product on g.
Then the vector spaces (H 2(g,K))0¯ and (Dera((g,B)))0¯/ adg(g0¯) are isomorphic.
Proof. Let f ∈ (Z2(g,K))0¯; then there exists a unique φ(f ), an even endomorphism
of g, such that f (X,Y ) = B(φ(f )(X),Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ g, because B is non-degenerate.
The fact that f is super-skew-symmetric implies that φ(f ) = −t(φ(f )) where t(φ(f ))
is the supertranspose of φ(f ) with respect to B . Because f ∈ (Z2(g,K))0¯, then
B([φ(f )(X),Y ] + [X,φ(f )(Y )] − φ(f )([X,Y ]),Z) = 0, ∀(X,Y,Z) ∈ gx × gy × gz. It
follows that φ(f )([X,Y ]) = [φ(f )(X),Y ] + [X,φ(f )(Y )], ∀(X,Y ) ∈ gx × gy . Thus,
φ(f ) is an element of (Dera((g,B)))0¯. If f ∈ (B2(g,K))0¯, then there exists ϕ, an even
linear form on g, such that f (X,Y ) = −ϕ([X,Y ]), ∀(X,Y ) ∈ gx × gy . Since B is
even and non-degenerate, then there exists a ∈ g0¯ such that ϕ(X) = B(a,X), ∀X ∈ g.
It follows that if X,Y ∈ g, then B(φ(f )(X),Y ) = −B(a, [X,Y ]) = B([−a,X], Y ).
Thus, φ(f ) = adg(−a); so φ(f ) ∈ adg(g0¯). Conversely, if D ∈ (Dera((g,B)))0¯ (respec-
tively adg(g0¯)), it is easy to check that the even super-skew-symmetric bilinear form
π(D) :g × g→ K, defined by π(D)(X,Y ) = B(D(X),Y ), ∀X,Y ∈ g, is an element of
(Z2(g,K))0¯ (respectively (B2(g,K))0¯). It is clear that φ(π(D)) = D and π(φ(f )) = f ,∀(D,f ) ∈ (Dera((g,B)))0¯×(Z2(g,K))0¯. Consequently, the linear map φ : (Z2(g,K))0¯ →
(Dera((g,B)))0¯ defined above is an isomorphism of vectors spaces such that φ−1 = π
and φ(adg(g0¯) = (B2(g,K))0¯). We conclude that the linear map Φ : (H 2(g,K))0¯ →
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(Dera((g,B)))0¯/ adg(g0¯), defined by Φ(f¯ )= φ(f ), ∀f ∈ (Z2(g,K))0¯, is an isomorphism
of vectors spaces. Thus, the vector spaces (H 2(g,K))0¯ and (Dera((g,B)))0¯/ adg(g0¯) are
isomorphic. ✷
Now, we are in position to state the first main result of this fifth section.
Theorem 5.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra. Then
dq(g) dim
(
H 1(g,g)
)
0¯ − dim
(
H 2(g,K)
)
0¯ + dim
(
H 3(g,K)
)
0¯.
Proof. Let B an invariant scalar product on g. By Lemma 5.3, the sequence
{0} 0−→(Dera((g,B)))0¯ i−→
(
Der(g)
)
0¯
λ−→F(g) µ−→(H 3(g,K))0¯
is exact; it follows that
dq(g)= dimF(g)= dim
(
Der(g)
)
0¯ − dim
(
Dera((g,B))
)
0¯ + dimµ
(F(g)).
Thus, dq(g) = dimF(g)  dim(Der(g))0¯ − dim(Dera((g,B)))0¯ + dim(H 3(g,K))0¯. By
Lemma 5.4, dim(H 2(g,K))0¯ = dim(Dera((g,B)))0¯ − dim(adg(g0¯)). The fact that
(H 1(g,g))0¯
∼= (Der(g))0¯/adg(g0¯) implies that dim(H 1(g,g)0¯) = dim(Der(g))0¯ −
dim(adg(g0¯)).
We conclude that dq(g) dim(H 1(g,g))0¯ − dim(H 2(g,K))0¯ + dim(H 3(g,K))0¯. ✷
Recall that if g is a Lie algebra and if n ∈N\{0}, then the number bn(g)= dimHn(g,K)
is called the nth Betti number of g.
Corollary 5.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra. Then
dq(g) dimH 1(g,g)− b2(g)+ b3(g).
Remark 5.2. (1) By Theorems 2.1 and 5.1, we obtain the following result:
Let g be a quadratic Lie superalgebra. If g is not reductive, then
1+ sq (g)+ p(g)(p(g)+ 1)2 + α(g)
 dq(g) dim
(
H 1(g,g)
)
0¯ − dim
(
H 2(g,K)
)
0¯ + dim
(
H 3(g,K)
)
0¯,
where α(g)= 0 or α(g)= i(g)(i(g)− 1)/2 if i(g) 1.
(2) The following result follows from Corollaries 2.1 and 5.1:
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If g is non-reductive quadratic Lie algebra, then
1+ s(g)+ dim z(g)(1+ dim z(g))
2
 dq(g) dimH 1(g,g)− b2(g)+ b3(g).
In the following, we recall two theorems of J.-L. Koszul [12].
Theorem 11.1 [12, p. 31]. If g is a semisimple K-Lie algebra (K is a commutative field of
characteristic zero), then dimF(g)= b3(g).
Theorem 11.2 [12, p. 32]. If g is a simple K-Lie algebra (K is an algebraically closed
commutative field of characteristic zero), then b3(g)= 1.
Now, we are going to show that the converses of those Koszul’s theorems is true in the
class of the complete quadratic Lie algebras.
Definition 5.1. (i) A Lie algebra g is called complete if z(g)= {0} and Der(g)= adg(g).
(ii) A Lie algebra g is called sympathetic if [g,g] = g, z(g)= {0}, and Der(g)= adg(g)
(i.e., g is complete and perfect).
Proposition 5.1. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra. The following assertions are equivalent:
(i) Der(g)= adg(g) (i.e., H 1(g,g)= {0});
(ii) g is complete;
(iii) g is sympathetic.
Proof. In [17], S. Togo showed that if h is a Lie algebra such that [h,h] = h and z(h) = {0},
then Der(h) = adh(h). Consequently, the fact that Der(g)= adg(g) implies that [g,g] = g
or z(g)= {0}. It follows, Lemma 1.1(iii), [g,g] = g and z(g)= {0} because g is quadratic.
We conclude that the assertions (i)–(iii) are equivalent. ✷
Remark 5.3. In [1], we constructed non-semisimple, sympathetic, and quadratic Lie
algebras.
In the following theorem, we show the converses of Koszul’s theorems above in the
class of complete Lie algebras.
Theorem 5.2. Let g be a complete quadratic Lie algebra. Then
(i) g is simple if and only b3(g)= 1.
(ii) g is semisimple if and only b3(g)= lq(g), where lq(g) is the quadratic length of g.
Proof. (i) If g is simple, by Koszul’s Theorem 11.2 above, b3(g) = 1. Conversely,
since Der(g) = adg(g), it follows that Der(g) = Dera((g,B)) = adg(g). Consequently,
H 1(g,g)= {0} and H 2(g,K)= {0}. Therefore, by Corollary 5.1, dq(g) b3(g). Because
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b3(g)= 1, then dq(g) = 1. Moreover, the fact that g is complete implies that g is not the
one-dimensional Lie algebra. It follows, by Proposition 3.1, that g is a simple Lie algebra.
(ii) If g is semisimple, it is clear that lq(g) = dimF(g). It follows, by Koszul’s
Theorem 11.1 above, that b3(g)= lq(g). Conversely, by Proposition 5.1, [g,g] = g (i.e., g
is perfect). It follows, by Proposition 1.6, that g=⊕k=lq (g)k=1 gk , where {gk | 1 k  lq(g)}
is the set of all irreducible direct factor of g. Moreover, gk is a B-irreducible perfect ideal
of g for all k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} and B(gk,gl) = {0} for all k, l ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that
k = l. Let k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} and D ∈ Der(gk). Consider the endomorphism D˜ of g defined
by D˜|gk = D and D˜(x) = 0, ∀x ∈ gl , ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} such that l = k. Then D˜ is a
derivation of g. Consequently, there exists a ∈ g such that D˜ = adg(a). Since a =∑k=nl=1 al ,
where al ∈ gl , ∀l ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)}, it follows that D = adgk (ak). Therefore, Der(gk) =
adgk (gk). Remark that if k ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)} and T ∈F(gk), then the bilinear form T˜ on g,
defined by T˜ |gk×gk = T and T˜ |gr×gs = 0 if r = k or s = k, is an element of F(g). Let
Ω ∈ F(g); then Ω(gk,gl ) = {0}, ∀k, l ∈ {1, . . . , lq (g)} such that k = l, because Ω is
invariant and [gk,gk] = gk , ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. It follows that if we denote Ωk =Ω |gk×gk ,
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, then Ω =∑k=lq (g)k=1 Ω˜k . Thus, if {Ti,k | 1  i  dq(gk)} is a basis of
F(gk) where k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, then⋃1klq (g){T˜i,k | 1 i  dq(gk)} is a basis of F(g).
Therefore, dq(g)=∑k=lq (g)k=1 dq(gk). Now, let k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)} and f a skew-symmetric
3-linear form on gk . Then the 3-linear form Nk(f ) on g, defined by Nk(f )|gk×gk×gk = f
and f (gl,gm,gn)= {0} if k /∈ {l,m,n}, is skew-symmetric. It is easy to check that if f is
an element of Z3(gk,K) (respectively B3(gk,K)), then Nk(f ) is an element of Z3(g,K)
(respectively B3(g,K)). Consequently, we can consider the linear map Λk :H 3(gk,K)→
H 3(g,K) defined by Λk(f¯ ) = Nk(f ), ∀f ∈ Z3(gk,K). It is clear that Ker(Λk) = {0},
∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, and ∑k=lq (g)k=1 Λk(H 3(gk,K)) =
⊕k=lq (g)
k=1 Λk(H 3(gk,K)). It follows
that
∑k=lq (g)
k=1 b3(gk)  b3(g). Since Der(gk) = adgk (gk), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}, it follows,
by Corollary 5.1, that dq(gk) b3(gk), ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}. Consequently, lq(g) dq(g)=∑k=lq (g)
k=1 dq(gk) 
∑k=lq (g)
k=1 b3(gk)  b3(g) = lq(g). We conclude that b3(gk) = 1, ∀k ∈{1, . . . , lq(g)}. Therefore, by (i), gk is a simple Lie algebra, ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , lq(g)}; so g is
a semisimple Lie algebra. ✷
Corollary 5.2. Let g be a quadratic Lie algebra. Then g is semisimple if and only if
H 1(g,g)= {0} and b3(g)= lq(g).
Remark 5.4. (1) In [5–7], we have given some characterizations of semisimple Lie
algebras among certain classes of quadratic Lie algebras. Corollary 5.2 (respectively
Theorem 5.2) gives a new characterization of semisimple Lie algebra among the quadratic
(respectively complete quadratic) Lie algebras.
(2) Let g be a perfect quadratic Lie algebra. If H 2(g,K)= {0}, then, by Lemma 11.1
[12, p. 31], the vector spaces F(g) and (Λ3g)inv are isomorphic (where (Λ3g)inv is the
vector space of the g-invariant elements of the g-moduleΛ3g which is the sub-g-module of
Λ3g). Recall that if r ∈Λ2g is the solution of the modified classical Yang–Baxter equation,
then Schouten bracket [[r, r]] is an element of (Λ3g)inv (see [10, Proposition 2.1.2, p. 51].
The main results of this section give the following information on the dimension of
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(Λ3g)inv: if g is a perfect quadratic Lie algebra such that H 2(g,K) = {0} (in particular
H 1(g,g)= {0}) then
1+ s(g)+ dim z(g)(1+ dim z(g))
2
 dim
(
Λ3g
)inv  dimH 1(g,g)+ b3(g).
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